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Relevant documentation
The VESPA activity of the Europlanet-2020 programme consists in adapting Virtual Observatory (VO) techniques to
handle Planetary Science data. The objectives of VESPA are to facilitate searches in big archives as well as sparse
databases, to provide simple data access and on-line visualization, and to allow small data providers to make their data
available in an interoperable environment with minimum effort. This system makes intensive use of studies and
developments led in Astronomy (IVOA), Solar Physics (HELIO), and space archive services (IPDA).
VESPA standards and documentations include:
A search protocol (EPN-TAP v2) and associated lists of values for critical parameters (Coordinate Systems,
Observatories…)
A procedure to set up data services and integrate them in this framework
A generic user interface accessing all available services
Connections with tools (with VO interface + some other tools)
User training material (user interface documentation, use cases, etc)
Current versions of the main documents are attached. These documents are working drafts in progress, and final
versions are expected at the end of year 2 (August 2017).
The links below point to living versions on the VESPA wiki and other documents — copies are attached.

1- Search protocol (EPN-TAP v.2)
VESPA uses the EPN-TAP protocol to describe and access data. EPN-TAP is based on the TAP mechanism from IVOA,
associated with a list of parameters and lists of values for some of these parameters.
Attached documentation:
1.1 Detailed list of EPN-TAP parameters: EPN-TAP V2.0 parameters
1.2 EPN-TAP parameters usage: EPN-TAP v2 parameter description
1.3 Reserved keywords: Appendix E_ Reserved keywords
1.4 Mime types for access_format parameter: Data Formats and MIME Types
1.5 Coordinate systems list: Planetary Coordinate Systems (draft from FP7)
and possible extension: Extending IVOA STC Standard Coordinate System List (to be integrated)
1.6 Observatory and spacecraft list: only user specifications have been collected so far.
During year 2, these docs will be merged together and completed to build the EPN-TAP standard document, to be
submitted to IVOA and IPDA.

2- Data services
These docs provide guidelines to data providers who wish to publish VO services.
Attached documentation:
2.1 Server set up: EPN-TAP Server Installation for VESPA Data Provider Tutorial
2.2 Designing a VESPA data service: Setting up a Europlanet-TAP service
And associated examples: https://github.com/epn-vespa/DaCHS-for-VESPA/tree/master/q.rd_examples
2.3 Registering an EPN-TAP data service: Registering your VESPA EPN-TAP Server (draft)

3- User interface
Attached documentation:
3.1 The VESPA user interface provides a simple way to discover all data services available, to issue detailed queries on
existing services, and to retrieve data of interest. The on-line documentation (also http://vespa.obspm.fr/planetary/data/e
pn/help) is provided here.

4- Alternative data access

Attached documentation:
4.1 A Google Sheets add-on for TAP will be publicly released once validated by Google. Current documentation:
tap_sheet_tutorial.pdf
Alternative access is possible from VO tools through the EPN-TAP java library, which is already installed in CASSIS and
3Dview (see D11.5). A detailed documentation is being written.

5- User training material
Tutorials are natural complements of the VESPA development documentations, and are part of the standards.
A general presentation of the VESPA system is included here:
Attached documentation:
5.1 Erard_VESPA_AOGS2016_1.pdf
The VESPA web site provides access to all documentations: http://www.europlanet-vespa.eu/
Tutorials are available on this page: va-t6-tutorials
Main Tutorials include:
EPN-TAP services and VESPA interface: Imaging spectrometry demo (Virtis/VEx EPN-TAP service)
EPN-TAP services and VESPA interface: Searching and plotting atmospheric profiles (Titan/CIRS service)

Prospects
The above developments will be finalized at the end of the JRA.
Documentation will be upgraded and completed continuously until the end of the program to include user feedback and
to close open issues.

EPN2020-RI
EUROPLANET2020 Research Infrastructure
H2020-INFRAIA-2014-2015
Grant agreement no: 654208

1.1 EPN-TAP V2.0 parameters

Abstract: This document is a working draft defining parameters of the EPN-TAP protocol, version2

History:
v2, 3/8/2015 (SE)
v3, 29/8/2015 (SE, integrating comments by PLS and BC)
v4, 7/9/2015 (SE, integrating comments by PLS)
v5, 7/10/2015 (SE, integrating comments by PLS: time_scale UCD)
v6, 7/11/2015 (SE, integrating comments by PLS/BC)
v7, 14/12/2015 (SE, added point 8, clarification of an older idea)
v8, 24/12/2015 (SE, review/integration of comments/corrections)
v9, 5-7/01/2016 (SE/BC, including comments from Chiara Marmo and Michel Gangloff)
v10, 21/02/2016 (SE, from model implementation of IKS)
v11, 11/5/2016 (SE, systematic comparison with ObsCore again & variations for spatial coordinates)
v12, 15/8/2016 (SE, minor fixes from service implementation)

EPN-TAP
•

•
•

EPN-TAP is a VO access protocol dedicated to Planetary Science data. It is based on the TAP mechanism
from IVOA, completed with sets of parameters and associated lists of values. In this regard, it is similar to
ObsTAP but with a different scope.
EPN-TAP was described in its first version in Erard et al, Astronomy and Computing 7 p.52-61 (2014).
Version 1 was designed as part of the IDIS activity in Europlanet-RI (FP7).
EPN-TAP version 2 is a major update of the protocol to accommodate larger services and simplify setup
and use of data services. All parameters are described here – this table is a draft in progress with explicit
call for comments (TBDs are outlined in color)

New in v2
•
•
•
•
•

The "laundry list" format makes services easier to design and to query
Allows grouping of results from several services at once
Supports multispacecraft observations
Speeds up mirroring of services (support for partial updates)
Better support of footprints, and better interface with GIS

Main evolutions relative to v1
1) The previous notion of dataset is deprecated
This was complex to handle in the database, and in general not relevant for the services.
2) Grouping of products is rationalized in version 2
A granule is still a record/line in the epn_core view database, and corresponds to the smallest data unit described by
the service.
A "product" is typically a data file, or a service output, that can be reached through a URL
In version 2 both concepts coincide, while in v1 a single granule could be composed of several products related to
the same initial data (an "observation" in v2)
In EPN-TAP v2, granules are referenced by 3 parameters:
• granule_uid provides a unique ID for the granule in the service, ie for each line in the epn_core view. It is
equivalent to the previous index parameter (index is a reserved word in many database languages and
should not have been used in the first place)
• granule_gid is related to a type of product: it is identical for all granules containing the same type of
information for different observations (e.g., calibrated files). An explicit string is recommended in this
field, with suggested standard values (e.g., preview/native/calibrated/geometry/projection…).

obs_id is related to an observation: it is identical for all granules related to the same observation, containing
different type of data (e.g.: raw and calibrated data, associated geometry, etc). In many EPN-TAP v1
services, such products were described together on the same line with a unique index parameter.
These 3 parameters can be arbitrary alphanumeric strings — see example application to APIS service below.
•

In practice, different products related to the same observation are no longer described together on a single line of the
epn_core view, but on successive lines associated by the same obs_id, each with a different granule_gid (and a
specific granule_uid, see Table 2 below).
Each line in the epn_core view must describe only one product (plus a thumbnail wherever relevant). The notion of
"main product" (which was more or less explicit in v1) is therefore deprecated, and the epn_core view in v2 includes
more lines than in v1. Although less compact that the previous table presentation, this list presentation is much more
efficient for machine-handling, and easier to design.
3) The notion of table/service parameters is deprecated
Such parameters were available in the registry only, and were not directly accessible by TAP. In v2, constant
parameters must be replicated in every line of the epn_core view.
Such parameters may be duplicated in the registry declaration though, so as to provide a fast description of services.
4) Footprints can be provided through s_region
s_region is a parameter in the ObsCore standard of IVOA, and ADQL allows for powerful query functions such as
intersections or inclusions. s_region introduces a pgSphere variable of type spoly providing description of the
observed area on a sphere, which allows for accurate searches.
This can be used to provide footprints of spatially extended data either on the sky or on a planetary surface (as long
as it is reasonably ellipsoidal).
Use with 3D shape models needs study (this may fail with concave 3D shapes such as 67P). Also need to study how
concave footprints/polygons are handled, TBC. The use in the context of GIS also has to be studied.
The C1/C2 min/max parameters can still be used to provide a bounding box of the observation.
5) Better support of evolving services
creation_date and modification_date are now mandatory parameters for every granule. The latter is intended to
optimize mirroring of services, by identifying the granules to be updated/copied.
These parameters must be provided as ISO 8601 strings with format "2013-11-17T10:41:00.00+01:00" (with no
space) where the indication of time zone is mandatory. The associated data type must be "date". ADQL supports this
format, and filtering based on time zone is possible.
6) Support of coordinated observations
The target_time_min/max parameters now provide observation time in the reference frame of the target. This is
intended to facilitate the cross-correlation of observations from different locations, e.g., telescopic observations in
support of space missions, or multi-spacecraft campaigns.
7) Axes ranges
All parameters defining a range are now introduced with a min and max value.
All floating point parameters are now in double precision to prevent errors.
8) Thematic extensions
Some science fields will require optional parameters, which need to be used consistently between services
addressing the same field. Such extensions have to be designed by sub-groups involved in the corresponding data
services, either as providers or users. This includes:
§ Lab spectroscopy: parameters to describe mineralogical samples (and possibly other samples)
§ Orbital/rotational parameters and physical properties of Solar System bodies
§ Results of planetary 3D modelling run
§ Exoplanets / planetary systems properties
§ Bibliographic entries? May be manageable otherwise, through bibcode / doi interpretation
9) Parameters which must be provided

are now clearly identified - those are not only mandatory, they also must provide a value.
They are mostly related to service description and granule identification.

Name, v2

Must
be
filled?

SQL

type

Unit /
Format /
Range

EPNCore mandatory parameters
(Must be present, possibly empty)
New or modified relative to v1

granule_uid

UCD
Please comment!

Description

Current value
current but dubious or undefined
possible alternative (but undefined)

Y

Text

Internal table
row index
Unique ID in
data service,
also in v2.

meta.id
meta.id;meta.dataset

Can be
alphanum.

granule_gid

Y

Text

Common to
granules of
same type
(e.g. same
map

projection, or
geometry data
products). Can
be alphanum.

meta.id

Associates
granules
derived from
the same data

obs_id

Y

_

Text

Text

(e.g. various
representations meta.id
/ processing
meta.id;obs
levels). Can be
alphanum.,
may be the ID
of original
observation.
Can be
dataset or
granule

(meta.code.class)

Dataset
_

dataproduct_type

Text

Y

Text

Y
target_name

(TBC) Text

identification
& granule
reference
Organization
of the data
product, from
enumerated
list

(meta.id)

meta.code.class

Standard IAU
name of target
(from a list
meta.id;src
related to
target class),
case sensitive

target_class

time_min

Y

Type of target,
meta.code.class;src
from
enumerated
src.class
list

Text

Double

d (date as
JD)

d (date as
JD)

Acquisition
start time (in
JD). UTC
measured at

time_origin
location
(default is
observer's
frame)

time.start
time.start;obs

Acquisition
stop time (in
JD). UTC
measured at
time_origin
location
(default is
observer's
frame)

time.end
time.end;obs

time_max

Double

time_sampling_step_min

Double s

Min time
sampling step

time.interval;stat.min

time_sampling_step_max

Double s

Max time
sampling step

time.interval;stat.max

time_exp_min

Double s

Min integration
time.duration;obs.exposure;stat.min
time

time_exp_max

Double s

Max
integration
time

time.duration;obs.exposure;stat.max

spectral_range_min

Double Hz

Min spectral
range
(frequency)

em.freq;stat.min

spectral_range_max

Double Hz

Max spectral
range
(frequency)

em.freq;stat.max

spectral_sampling_step_min

Double Hz

Min spectral
sampling step

em.freq.step;stat.min

spectral_sampling_step_max

Double Hz

Max spectral
sampling step

em.freq.step;stat.max

spectral_resolution_min

Double Hz

spectral_resolution_max

Double Hz

c1min

(1)
Longitude
from 0. to
Double
359.9999
RA from 0.
to 23.9999

Min spectral

resolution

spect.resolution;stat.min

Max spectral
resolution

spect.resolution;stat.max

Min of first
coordinate

pos;stat.min
pos.distance;stat.min
or pos.radius;stat.min (does not exist)
for spherical & cylindrical?
pos.eq.ra;stat.min for celestial
pos.bodyrc.lon;stat.min for body
pos.cartesian.x;stat.min for Cartesian
pos.healpix for healpix (with 2
parameters? - weird)

c1max

(1)
Latitude
Double from 89.9999 to
+89.9999

Max of first
coordinate

pos;stat.max

pos;stat.min
pos.angDistance;stat.min
or pos.az;stat.min (for azimuth)
for spherical & cylindrical?
pos.eq.dec;stat.min for celestial
pos.bodyrc.lat;stat.min for body
pos.cartesian.y;stat.min for Cartesian

c2min

Double (1)

Min of second
coordinate

c2max

Double (1)

Max of second
pos;stat.max
coordinate

c3min

Double (1)

Min of third
coordinate

pos;stat.min
pos.AngDistance;stat.min
or pos.az.zd;stat.min (for zenithal
distance)
for spherical?
pos.distance;stat.min for cylindrical?
pos.distance;stat.min for celestial
pos.bodyrc.alt;stat.min for body? (from
surface only, implicitly from reference
level)
or
pos.distance;pos.bodyrc;stat.min for body
(from center)?
pos.cartesian.z;stat.min for Cartesian

c3max

Double (1)

Max of third
coordinate

pos;stat.max

s_region

spoly

PgSphere
spoly

ObsCore-like
footprint,valid
for celestial,

spherical, or
body-fixed
frames.

phys.outline;obs.field
(was initially instr.fov, to be corrected)

pos.resolution;stat.min
pos.angResolution;stat.min
if angular

c1_resol_min

Double (1)

Min resolution
in first
coordinate

c1_resol_max

Double (1)

Max resolution
in first
pos.resolution;stat.max
coordinate

c2_resol_min

Double (1)

Min resolution
in second
coordinate

c2_resol_max

Double (1)

Max resolution
pos.resolution;stat.max
in second
coordinate

c3_resol_min

Double (1)

Min resolution
in third
coordinate

c3_resol_max

Double (1)

Max resolution
in third
pos.resolution;stat.max
coordinate

pos.resolution;stat.min
pos.angResolution;stat.min
if angular

pos.resolution;stat.min
pos.angResolution;stat.min
if angular (spherical only)

spatial_frame_type

Text

incidence_min

Double deg

Min incidence
pos.posAng;stat.min
angle (solar
pos.incidenceAng;stat.min
zenithal angle)

incidence_max

Double deg

Max incidence
pos.posAng;stat.max
angle (solar
pos.incidenceAng;stat.max
zenithal angle)

emergence_min

Double deg

Min
emergence
angle

pos.posAng;stat.min
pos.emergenceAng;stat.min

emergence_max

Double deg

Max
emergence
angle

pos.posAng;stat.max
pos.emergenceAng;stat.max

phase_min

Double deg

Min phase
angle

pos.phaseAng;stat.min

phase_max

Double deg

Max phase
angle

pos.phaseAng;stat.max

instrument_host_name

Text

Standard
name of the
meta.id;instr.obsty
observatory or
spacecraft

instrument_name

Text

Standard
name of
instrument

meta.id;instr

measurement_type

Text

UCD(s)
defining the
data

meta.ucd

processing_level

Integer

CODMAC
calibration
level in v1

meta.code;obs.calib
meta.calibLevel

creation_date

modification_date

release_date

Y

Y

Y

(1)

Flavor of
coordinate
system,
defines the
nature of
coordinates.
From
enumerated
list

Date

Date of first
(ISOentry of this
8601 String)
granule

Date

Date of last
modification
(ISO(used to
8601 String)
handle
mirroring)

Date

Start of public
access period
(set to
(ISOcreation_date
8601 String)
if no
proprietary
period)

meta.code.class;pos.frame

time.creation

time.update

time.process

time.release

service_title

Y

Title of
resource (an
acronym
really, will be

Text

used to handle meta.title
multiservice
results)

Optional parameters

access_url

Text

access_format

Text

access_estsize

data_access_url
(best avoided and replaced by
datalink in access_url, TBC)

access_md5

_

_

URL of the
data file, case
sensitive. Can
point to a
script. If
present, next
2 parameters
must also be
present.
(mime type File format
in
type
lowercase)

meta.ref.url;meta.file

meta.code.mime

Integer kbyte

Estimate file
size in kbyte
(with this
spelling)

Text

If
access_format
indicates a
detached
label, this
parameter is
mandatory
and points to
the
meta.ref.url;meta.file
corresponding
data file - both
will be handled
by the client
before
samping it to
tools or
downloadingTBC

Text

MD5 Hash for
the file when

available (real
file, not script)

phys.size;meta.file

meta.checksum;meta.file

Integer

URL of a
preview image
(std format
with adequate (meta.ref.url;meta.file)
resolution for
user's
purpose)

Text

URL of the
data file in
native form,
case sensitive

(meta.ref.url;meta.file)

Text

File format
type in native
form

(meta.id;class)
(or meta.code.mime if we use MIME type)

thumbnail_url

Text

URL of a
thumbnail
image with
predefined
size (png
~200 pix, for
use in a client
only)

meta.ref.url;meta.file
meta.ref.url;meta.preview

file_name

Text

Name of the
data file only,
case sensitive

meta.id;meta.file

Text

Identifies a
chemical
species, case
sensitive

meta.id;phys.atmol

alt_target_name

Text

Provides
alternative
target name if meta.id;src
more common
(e.g. comets)

target_region

Text

Type of region meta.id;class
of interest
obs.field

Text

Secondary
name
(can be
standard
name of
region of
interest)

Text

Bibcode
preferred if
available
meta.bib
(does that
meta.bib.bibcode (if bibcode)
include link?),
doi, or other
biblio id, URL…

internal_reference

Text

List of
granule_uid(s)
meta.id.cross
in the current
service

subsolar_longitude

Double deg

Sub-solar
point

pos.bodyrc.lon

subsolar_latitude

Double deg

Sub-solar
point

pos.bodyrc.lat

Double deg

Sub-observer
point (subEarth for
ground based
observations)

pos.bodyrc.lon

Double deg

Sub-observer
point (subEarth for
ground based
observations)

pos.bodyrc.lat

_

species

feature_name

bib_reference

subobserver_longitude

subobserver_latitude

meta.id;pos
obs.field

ra

deg only Double
TBC

Right
ascension (not
pos.eq.ra;meta.main
hour angle!)

dec

Double deg

Declination

pos.eq.dec;meta.main

Double deg

Min Solar
longitude Ls
(location on
orbit / season)

pos.posangle
pos.posAng;pos.heliocentric;stat.min
or
pos.angDistance;pos.heliocentric;stat.min

solar_longitude_max

Double deg

Max Solar
longitude Ls
(location on
orbit / season)

pos.posangle
pos.posAng;pos.heliocentric;stat.max
or
pos.angDistance;pos.heliocentric;stat.max

local_time_min

Double h

Local time at
observed
region

time.phase;stat.min
time.period.rotation;time.phase;stat.min

local_time_max

Double h

Local time at
observed
region

time.phase;stat.max
time.period.rotation;time.phase;stat.max

target_distance_min

Double km

Observerpos.distance;stat.min
target distance

target_distance_max

Double km

Observerpos.distance;stat.max
target distance

target_time_min

Double d

Observing
time in target
frame

target_time_max

Double d

earth_distance_min

Double au

earth_distance_max

Double au

solar_longitude_min

time.start
time.end

Earth-target
distance

pos.distance;stat.min
pos.distance;stat.max

Sun-target
distance

sun_distance_min

Double au

sun_distance_max

Double au

pos.distance;stat.max

particle_spectral_type

Text

Use phys.particle?

particle_spectral_range_min

Double

Use phys.particle?

particle_spectral_range_max

Double

Use phys.particle?

particle_spectral_sampling_step_min

Double

Use phys.particle?

particle_spectral_sampling_step_max

Double

Use phys.particle?

particle_spectral_resolution_min

Double

spect.resolution;stat.min
Use phys.particle?

particle_spectral_resolution_max

Double

spect.resolution;stat.max
Use phys.particle?

mass

Double kg

phys.mass

sideral_rotation_period

Double h

time.period.rotation

mean_radius

Double km

phys.size.radius

equatorial_radius

Double km

phys.size.radius

polar_radius

Double km

phys.size.radius

More

pos.distance;stat.min

optional parameters (TBC)

publisher

Text

Resource
publisher

meta.name
meta.curation

spatial_coordinate_description

Text

ID of specific
coordinate
system and
version

spatial_origin

Text

Defines the
frame origin

Text

Defines where
the time is
measured (e.
g., ground vs meta.ref;time.scale
or
spacecraft)
[target_time is pos;time.scale
of course
always on
target].

Text

Always UTC in
data services
(may be
relaxed in
computational
time.scale
services such
as ephemeris)
- from
enumerated
list

time_origin

time_scale

meta.code.class;pos.frame

meta.ref;pos.frame

(1): depending on context (as given by spatial_frame_type). Please comment here: EPN-TAP v2: Current discussion
topic
Beware that datatypes apply to the epn_core view, not to the q.rd file where they can be different

Other modifications
• multivalued lists = first entry#second entry#…#last entry, or scalar (with no #)
Values separator = #
No quotes around the list
This can be parsed by ADQL/RegTAP function ivo_hashlist_has like this:
select * from vvex.epn_core where 1 = ivo_hashlist_has(lower(target_name),'Venus')
Where the lower function is mandatory to handle values possibly containing upper cases (this is implicit on the 2nd
argument)
Beware that only complete elements between separators will be found. The provider has to split the string according
to expected searches, e.g.:
Composite Infrared Spectrometer#CIRS
• Defaut values (to be reviewed):
NULL/void: will never return an answer to a query using this parameter (TBC, seems ADQL-related. To be
corrected if it is a limitation of the client)
For float / double : -inf for *_min +inf for *_max – still TBC (NaN won't do). To be tested on a real case.
Not needed for strings? (i.e. NULL/void is OK?)
Default behavior looks OK in fact. If we need to preserve the NULL values on queried parameters (ie, when NULL
is considered as "I don't know"), this can be done with OR param = NULL (on option in the client? This is feasible
manually on TapHandle)
• UCDs: to be reviewed against PDS4 and IPDA, and completed (ObsCore checked)
• Processing levels: to be reviewed against PDS4 (again- mostly related to geometry, considered as derived in
PDS4)

• min vs max:
if only one value available, it must appear in both fields
• Optional parameters: they come in sets that are logically related; if one is present, the related ones must be
present also (e.g., 3 access_* parameters)

EPN2020-RI
EUROPLANET2020 Research Infrastructure
H2020-INFRAIA-2014-2015
Grant agreement no: 654208

1.2 EPN-TAP V2.0 parameters description

Abstract: This document is a working draft providing a more complete description of v2 parameters,
with meaning, usage, and value lists.
Definition, types, UCDs, and a short definition are provided here (which is the main source): EPN-TAP
V2.0 parameters

History:
v2, 3/8/2015 (SE), with regular updates
v13, 16/8/2016 (SE)
Open issues are underlined in blue

Mandatory parameters
1- Granule references
These 3 keywords must always be informed. If granule grouping is not relevant, use a single value (and obs_id can
be identical to granule_uid).

Granule_uid
Unique granule ID in data service.
There can be only one file associated to a granule (plus possibly a thumbnail for quick-look purpose in a search
interface).

Granule_gid
Common to granules of same type (e.g. same map projection, or geometry data products).
When several files relate to the same data, this parameter helps distinguishing them. This will allow the user to
select the type of data of interest. E. g., a service may provide links to calibrated images, plus raw data and ancillary
information for every granule; these will share the same obs_id, but will have different granule_gid.

Obs_id
Associates granules derived from the same data (e.g. various representations / processing levels). May be the ID of
original observation.

2- Data Description
DataProduct Type
The dataproduct_type parameter describes the high level scientific organization of the data product linked by the
access_url parameter (see below), or directly included in the table (in which case the value is most likely 'ca' for
catalogue). EPNCore currently defines several types listed below. The data provider must select the type most
adapted to his data. In complex situations (e. g., when a file contains several data products), several types can be
used to describe the same granule — although using several granules to describe the file content may be a better
solution.
In the epn_core view these types are identified by a 2-characters ID, so that multivalued queries are unambiguous.
Possible IDs are listed below with their meaning:
•

•

im (= image): scalar field with two spatial axes, or association of several such fields, e.g., images with
multiple color planes, from multichannel or filter cameras. All vectorial 2D fields are described as
catalogue (see below).
ma (= map): scalar field / rasters with two spatial axes covering a large area and projected either on the sky
or on a planetary body, associated to a Projection parameter (with a short enumerated list of possible
values). This is mostly intended to identify complete coverages that can be used as reference basemaps.
Does this require a secondary UCD notation (e.g., ;map)?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

sp (= spectrum): measurements organized primarily along a spectral axis, e.g., a series of radiance spectra.
This includes spectral aggregates (series of related spectra with non-connected spectral ranges, e.g., from
several channels of the same instrument - TBC).
ds (= dynamic_spectrum): consecutive spectral measurements through time, organized primarily as a time
series. This typically implies successive spectra of the same target / field of view.
sc (= spectral_cube): sets of spectral measurements with 1 or 2D spatial coverage, e.g., imaging
spectroscopy. The choice between image and spectral_cube is dictated by the characteristics of the
instrument (which dimension is most resolved & which dimensions are acquired simultaneously). The
choice between dynamic_spectrum and spectral_cube is related to the uniformity of the field of view.
pr (= profile): scalar or vectorial measurements along 1 spatial dimension, e.g., atmospheric profiles,
atmospheric paths, sub-surface profiles, traverses…
vo (= volume): other measurements with 3 spatial dimensions, e.g., internal or atmospheric structures,
including shells/shape models (3D surfaces).
mo (= movie): sets of chronological 2D spatial measurements
cu (= cube): multidimensional data with 3 or more axes, e.g., all that is not described by other 3D data
types such as spectral cube or volume. This is mostly intended to accommodate unusual data with multiple
dimensions.
ts (= time_series): measurements organized primarily as a function of time (with exception of dynamical
spectra and movies, i.e. usually a scalar quantity). Typical examples of time series include space-borne dust
detector measurements, daily or seasonal curves measured at a given location (e.g. a lander), and light
curves.
ca (= catalogue): applies to a single granule providing a list of events, a catalog of object parameters, a list
of features... "Spatial vectors" (e.g., vector information from a GIS, spatial footprints…) belong here. This
is relevant, e. g., for collections of vectorial elements (e.g. crater lists or ROI definitions) which can be
handled directly in a specialized environment such as a GIS. This includes maps of vectors, e.g., wind
maps.
ci (= catalogue_item): applies when the service itself provides a catalogue, with entries described as
individual granules. The service can be, e. g., a list of asteroid properties or spectral lines. Catalogue_item
can be limited to scalar quantities (including strings), and possibly to a single element. This presentation
allows the user to search the catalogue from the TAP query interface.

Usage:
select * from epn_core where dataproduct_type like 'im'
will return only image data

Measurement Type
The measurement_type parameter defines the physical quantities contained in the data, using UCDs. It relates to the
reported quantity, not to the type of experiment. Therefore only UCD related to physical quantities can be used; e.g.,
phys.absorption;em.opt.I is eligible, while stellar_occultation is not.
The provider must use the "UCD1+" list from IVOA as a reference, and should extend it only when necessary
[RD8]:
http://www.ivoa.net/Documents/REC/UCD/UCDlist-20070402.pdf
The measurement_type parameter is used to search data relevant to a certain field. Whenever several quantities are
comprised in the granule, the measurement_type parameter must therefore refer to all these quantities, including
multiple UCDs if needed.
Extra UCDs will be proposed/requested to IVOA. In the meantime, an extended list of UCDs will be made available
in the EPN-DM document (in progress).
Examples:
For images in general, the relevant UCD is obs.image, whatever the calibration level.
For spectra phot.flux.density describes a flux vector, while radiance and reflectance are not really defined currently
(the closest UCDs are phys.luminosity;phys.angArea;em.wl and phys.albedo).
The associated spectral vector is described by UCDs em.wl, em.freq or em.energy, and the related error is described
by stat.error;phot.flux.density (for flux).

Processing level

In the framework of EPN-TAP, this parameter is intended to provide the user with a quick evaluation of data
"usability". Several classifications are in use in different contexts, as summarized in the table below. EPN-TAP uses
the CODMAC levels (IDs coded as integers). "Partially calibrated" datasets are in general considered as not
calibrated, but this evaluation is up to the data provider depending on context. "Ancillary" data include all extra
information documenting the measurements, e. g., coordinates or geometry files. Although it may be more
consistent to separate calibration levels in different data services, several levels can be included in the same service
(in particular calibrated and ancillary data). Only one value can be accommodated in this field, so the most advanced
level (1-5) must be used whenever several levels are available in the same granule.
Most EPN_TAP data services are expected to include Calibrated or Derived data. Other values would therefore only
flag associated products.
(Compilation of information from PSA, PDS4, & ObsCore documents)
CODMAC
PSA
level
/ EPN-TAP level
v1
1
(raw)

NASA
level

1a

PRODUCT_TYPE
PDS4
(PDS3/PSA)

UDR

ObsTAP

Telemetry Level 0

Level 1
(std data
format)

Description
(from PSA, with comments)
Unprocessed Data Record
(low-level encoding, e.g. telemetry from
a spacecraft instrument. Normally
available only to the original team)
Experiment Data Record
(often referred to as "raw data":
decommutated, but still affected by
instrumental effects)

2
(edited)

1b

0

EDR

Raw

3
(calibrated)

2

1A

RDR

Calibrated Level2

Reduced Data Record
("calibrated" in physical units)

Derived

Reformatted Data Record
(mosaics or composite of several
observing sessions, involving some
level of data fusion)

Derived

Derived Data Record
(result of data analysis, directly usable
by other communities with no further
processing)

4
(resampled)

5
(derived)

1B

3

6
(ancillary)

2-5

REFDR

DDR

ANCDR

Derived

Level3

Ancillary Data Record
(extra data specifically supporting a
data set, such as coordinates,
geometry…)

3- Target description
Target Name
The target_name element identifies a target by name or ID. The target may be any Solar System body, exoplanet,
planetary sample, or meteorite, plus in some cases astronomical objects or spacecraft. Any other feature (craters,
regions, atmospheric layers…) must be named using the optional feature_name parameter (see 4.3.3). This
parameter can be multivalued only to describe several targets related to a granule; alternative names of the same
target can be provided through the optional alt_target_name parameter.
The best practice is to use the official designation of the target as defined by IAU [RD19]. This parameter is case
sensitive (mixing lower/upper cases) and all values must use the standard spelling and case. Data providers must be

aware that services which do not use the IAU designations might not be accessible by the clients. Conversely, users
must be aware that some services containing data of interest might not be visible, if they do not use the
recommended IAU nomenclature for planetary bodies. The SSODnet name resolver provided by VOParis-IMCCE
may help data providers (and users as well) to handle multiple denominations [RD11].
Other best practices are listed below:
The Exoplanet Encyclopedia provides a complete list of currently known extrasolar planets:
http://exoplanet.eu/
Meteorite catalogs can be found here:
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research-curation/research/projects/metcat/search/indexsing.dsml
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/index.php
The catalog of lunar samples is available here:
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/lunar/samples/
Other planetary samples are listed in topical web sites, e.g. samples from the Stardust mission are described here:
http://curator.jsc.nasa.gov/stardust/catalog/
Asteroids:
Usage is to use preferably name (if exists) or principal designation (number is not used here, can be included in
alt_target_name)
Usage:
select * from epn_core where target_name like 'Ceres' or target_name like 'Vesta' and target _type like
'dwarf_planet' or target_class like 'asteroid'
Will return data only from 1 Ceres or 4 Vesta (see ADQL syntax). Complex queries may also include parentheses
Example
1P is the official IAU designation for comet Halley.

Target Class
The target_class element identifies the type of a named target. A target is defined without ambiguity by a couple of
parameters: target_class and target_name (although some targets may have no proper name).
EPNCore defines the possible values for target_class:
asteroid, dwarf_planet, planet, satellite
(types from IAU list [RD22])
comet, exoplanet, interplanetary_medium, ring, sample, sky, spacecraft, spacejunk, star
(extra types defined for EPN)
Usage:
Any target has a unique target type.
"interplanetary_medium" refers in particular to interplanetary dust.
"sample" refers to lunar or planetary samples, to meteorites, but also to terrestrial samples, e.g., in laboratory
studies.
"satellite" stands for natural satellites only - other cases are handled though spacecraft or spacejunk.
"star" is used typically for calibration targets, and for the Sun.
"sky" may be used for other celestial bodies, usually referred to by their sky coordinates. It also includes the
Interstellar Medium.

4- Axes
EPN-TAP describe the data location along 4 main axes: time, spectral, spatial (3 coordinates), and viewing geometry
(3 angles)
Locations along the time/space/spectral axes are described with a range and a resolution or sampling step.
Each quantity is a set of 2 parameters providing min and max values (except spatial_frame_type and s_region).
They must both be present with the same value when min = max.

Time Range
The time_min and time_max parameters provide the date and time of acquisition in the observer frame.
In EPN-TAP, the time parameters are always provided in UTC and formatted in Julian days (expressed as a double
precision float). Although ObsCore uses Modified JD, EPNCore uses standard JD to avoid ambiguity with time

origin. With double precision floats, the accuracy is on the order of 1 ms, which is considered sufficient to identify
data of interest (the initial accuracy is preserved in the data itself).
The two values min/max permit to handle long periods. Whenever acquisition time is a scalar (rather than an
interval), both time_min and time_max must contain the same value in the table. There is no limiting value to this
parameter.
Examples:
http://<server address>/tap/sync/request=doquery & lang=adql & query=select * from epn_core where time_min
> '2455197.5' and time_max < '2455927.5'
Will search data described by a time range
http://<server address>/tap/sync/request=doquery & lang=adql & query=select * from epn_core where time_min
between '2455197.5' and '2455927.5'
Will search data described by a start time parameter
Time range is normally provided in the observer frame (i.e., at the observer location), which is almost always the
native time in the data. For instance, space-borne observations are usually documented with spacecraft on-board
time, which is expected here (provided as JD, not as on-board clock timing). For other cases, the location where time
is measured must be provided though the time_origin parameter (see section 8).
To support space-borne vs ground-based campaigns, multiple spacecraft observations, or survey of periodic events,
measurement times need to be corrected for light path. Whenever comparisons are potentially involved, the use of
the target_time_min and target_time_max parameters is recommended in addition to time_min and time_max to
simplify this kind of comparison.
Non-compulsory parameters may be used to accommodate additive, specially formatted time scales such as native
on-board time (see section 8). The information of the time_min and time_max parameters is however greatly
recommended for observations, as it is used by default to search datasets.

Time Sampling Step
These parameters provide the sampling step for measurements of dynamical phenomena, and for computations. This
is the time between 2 successive measurements or data, which is mostly relevant when the measurements are
regularly spaced. This may also be used as an input parameter, e.g., for ephemeris computations.
This parameter is intended to allow the user to search for time-resolved observations of dynamic phenomena.

time_exp
These parameters correspond to the integration time (or exposure time) of measurements. It provides an estimate of
the time resolution for dynamical phenomena, as well as an indication of relative S/N ratio inside a given dataset.
This time is usually shorter than the time_sampling_step if both are present. It provides the overall integration time,
i.e. individual exposure time x number of summed frames when relevant.

Spectral Range
The spectral_range parameters define the upper and lower bounds of the spectral domain of the data. As mentioned
previously, this quantity is conventionally expressed on a frequency scale in Hertz. Conversions to the native unit
are provided in Appendix A.
The spectral range and associated parameters only apply to electromagnetic waves. See the optional parameters
particle_spectral_* for particle energy or mass detection.

Spectral Sampling Step
The spectral_sampling_step parameters provide the spectral separation between the centers of two adjacent filters or
channels. Like all spectral_* quantities, it is expressed on a frequency scale in Hz. Conversions to the native unit are
provided in Appendix A.
These parameters are mostly intended to provide an order of magnitude, e.g., to distinguish between grating
spectrometers and Fourier spectrometers, or between observations related to surfaces or atmospheres. In can also
help distinguishing between Nyqvist and sub-Nyqvist sampling rates.

Spectral Resolution

The spectral_resolution parameters correspond to the spectral bandwidth used for the measurement (Full Width at
Half Maximum). In case of a filter camera this is the filter bandwidth; in case of a spectrometer this is the spectral
resolution per se.
These parameters are mostly intended to provide an order of magnitude, e.g. to distinguish between grating
spectrometers and filter cameras.

Spatial Coordinates (c1, c2, c3)
These parameters provide up to three spatial coordinates of the measured target. The coordinates depend on the
spatial frame type defined below. All services must handle three spatial coordinates, even if the third one is always
set to NULL. Note that the c3 parameter is related to the observed area; the target distance (e. g., geocentric distance
for ground based observations, or spacecraft distance) is introduced by the optional parameter "target_distance".
In order to make uniform requests possible, spatial coordinates provided in the epn_core view must be standardized.
However, they can be provided in several systems types, as defined by the spatial_frame_type parameter.
The native coordinate system used with the dataset can be described by parameters spatial_coordinate_description
and spatial_origin. This is intended to provide this information prior to loading the data, especially when several
coordinate systems are available in the same service. Descriptions for EPN-TAP are provided in [RD17].
Secondary coordinates can be introduced in the view using additional parameters, e.g., c1 and c2 providing central
longitude and latitude of a planetary disk, and extra RA / DEC columns providing location on the sky at this
moment.

spatial_resolution
These parameters provide a simple estimate of resolution, either the FWHM of the PFS on the sky (in degrees), or
the pixel size on a surface (in m), depending on spatial_frame_type.
The client front-end may propose more appropriate units to the user, depending on context (e.g., angular resolution
in mas, distance in m…).

spatial_frame_type
Provides the "flavor" of the coordinate system, which defines the nature of the spatial coordinates (c1,c2,c3) in the
epn_core view and queries, and the way they are defined. This may be different from the coordinate system
associated to / included in the data themselves. The possible types are described below:
celestial: 2D angles on the sky, e. g., right ascension c1 and declination c2 + possibly heliocentric distance in c3 –
although this is a special case of spherical frame, the order is different. Earth distance may be provided as
target_distance whenever relevant (ground-based observations). Equator of date?
body: 2D angles on a rotating body: longitude c1 and latitude c2 + possibly altitude (above a reference surface) as
c3. (c3 is expected to only provide an order of magnitude, not to be a fine search parameter)
Planetocentric system with eastward longitudes in the range (0,360)° is expected. Current IAU frame is assumed, in
particular for definition of prime meridian.
IAU 2009 planetocentric convention [RD12] applies, in particular eastward longitudes and a north pole located on
the north side of the invariant plane of the Solar System for planets and satellites (see [RD12] for small bodies, and
Annex A for details).
The Z coordinate is by default the distance counted from the center of mass???. - don't think so
The spatial_coordinate_description and spatial_origin attributes allow the data provider to indicate different
conventions, e. g., to indicate a planetographic frame, or to use altitude above a reference surface as the third
coordinate. It is stressed however that using other frames will make comparisons between datasets more difficult.
- No, would preclude uniform queries. These 2 param have to relate to the coordinates provided with the data.
- How to introduce planetary interiors (using center distance)? Center dist to be converter to alt in the view, even at
first order - if large, it won't be very accurate
- Implicitly body-fixed - Planetocentric rotating frames are defined as spherical (TBC)
cartesian: (x,y,z) as (c1,c2,c3). This includes spatial coordinates given in pixels.
spherical: (r, theta, phi) as (c1,c2,c3); angles are defined as in usual spherical systems (E longitude, zenith
angle/colatitude), in degrees. If the data are related to the sky, "celestial" coordinates with RA/Dec must be used

instead.
cylindrical: (r, theta, z) as (c1,c2,c3); angles are defined in degrees.
spatial_origin used to indicate center of frame ?
Not used in the view (only possible in the data) ?
healpix: TBC (Nside and pixel#? Should also specify or assume ordering (nested/ring) )
This parameter, although related to the specific coordinate system in use, is mostly intended to identify the nature of
the coordinates handled by the service (e. g., angles versus distances).
This parameter is provided as a column of the epn_core view, to ensure it can be queried through the basic TAP
mechanism. Although it will in general remain constant along the table for simple services, this parameter can vary
from granule to granule and a value must therefore be provided in any query that includes spatial coordinates.
Whenever additional coordinates are provided, they must be stored in extra columns of the table. If several different
frames are mixed to provide the main coordinates, the use of different granule_gid may help clarify the situation. At
any rate, easy access to the data must be considered during the design of the service.
Ranges and specific definitions vary with the actual frame in use, and are discussed in Appendix A. - Only applies to
the system provided in the data?

Incidence angle
The incidence angle parameters define the upper and lower bounds of the incidence angle variation in the data (also
known as Solar Zenith Angle). This is always indicated in decimal degrees, and may range from 0 to 90° (with 0°
indicating the normal to the surface).
Incidence and emergence angles may be counted relative to the normal of the ellipsoid model, or to the local normal
(e. g., using a 3D shape model). In case the two systems are included in the data, these keywords introduce the
values relative to the ellipsoid (local values may be available through non-compulsory parameters).

Emergence angle
The emergence angle parameters define the upper and lower bounds of the emergence angle variation in the data
(viewing angle). This is always indicated in decimal degrees, and may range from 0 to 90° (with 0° indicating the
normal to the surface).
Incidence and emergence angles may be counted relative to the normal of the ellipsoid model, or to the local normal
(e. g., using a 3D shape model). In case the two systems are included in the data, these keywords introduce the
values relative to the ellipsoid (local values may be available through non-compulsory parameters).

Phase angle
The phase angle parameters define the upper and lower bounds of the phase angle variation in the data (scattering
angle - 180°, or angle light source-target-observer). This is always indicated in decimal degrees, and may range from
-180 to 180° (with 0° corresponding to opposition, i. e., light source in the back of the observer). Negative values
may refer, e. g., to geometry before opposition, depending on context.
Phase, incidence and emergence are partly related:
abs(i - e) < phi < i + e
If the azimuth angle a is provided instead of the phase angle, the latter can be derived from knowledge of the three
angles:
cos phi = cos i cos e + cos a sin i sin e
Another mandatory parameter provides additional information about axes coverage:

s_region
This parameter introduces a footprint for spatially extended data products in 2D, most notably on the sky (using RA,
Dec) or on planetary surfaces (using E longitude, latitude). This is a single parameter with no min/max declinations.
It must contain a PgSphere spoly variable with syntax: '{(lon1,lat1), (lon2,lat2), … }' (with no quotes) where
(lon1,lat1) = (10.d, 5d), character d included (for degrees). Pairs (lon1,lat1) must sample the dataproduct contour in
sequence.

5- Data origin
instrument_host_name
This parameter provides the name of the observatory or spacecraft that performed the measurements. The best
practice is to use names from the lists indicated below. A list of host names must be provided for integrated data
sets.
For ground-based observations, the reference is the list of IAU observatory codes:
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/lists/ObsCodesF.html
However, this list is not intended to include all ground-based observatories, and a complement still needs to be
identified (including e. g. radio-telescopes).
A reasonably complete list of radio-telescopes is available here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_radio_telescopes
Other open Q:
• are IAU ID eligible?
• granularity is very heterogeneous (e.g. one single entry for Paranal or Mauna Kea, but many for Siding
Spring).
Some entry related to obs programs (New Horizon KBO search from various sites)
Concerning space-borne data, the most complete list of international planetary missions and orbital observatories is
found here (included in a complete list of space missions with ID):
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/
Planetary missions are also listed here:
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/chronology.html
Alternatively, the PDS dictionary defines values for many mission names:
http://pds.nasa.gov/tools/dictionary.shtml
Other mission names are supported by the SPICE system, but only as ID codes:
http://www-int.stsci.edu/~sontag/spicedocs/req/naif_ids.html
(TBC – Spice is unambiguous but only uses IDs, PDS values are explicit but somewhat arbitrary)
In the epn_core view, the acronym is preferred to the full name to avoid long strings and related errors. Both values
can be provided (e.g., HST + Hubble Space Telescope).

instrument_name
Identifies the instrument(s) that acquired the data. A list of instruments must be provided for integrated datasets.
Service providers are invited to include multiple values for instrument name, e.g., complete name & usual acronym.
This will allow queries on either "VISIBLE AND INFRARED THERMAL IMAGING SPECTROMETER" or
"VIRTIS" to produce the same reply. They must be separated by the # character to be queried.
Example:
VISIBLE AND INFRARED THERMAL IMAGING SPECTROMETER#VIRTIS
Concerning space-borne data, the most complete list of international planetary missions and orbital observatories is
found here:
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/
Instruments on board planetary missions in particular are listed here:
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nmc/experimentSearch.do

6- Granule call-back info
These parameters provide ancillary information for routine processing after a query.
These 4 keywords must always be informed.

service_title
Provides an acronym for the service/table title, must be constant in the view.

creation_date
Provide the date when the granule was introduced

modification_date
Provide the date when the granule was last updated (intended to speed up mirroring between sites)

release_date
Provide the date when the granule becomes public (intended to preserve proprietary period, usage TBD)

Optional parameters
EPN-TAP can query parameters not included in the EPNCore. Some of these parameters are defined precisely but
are relevant only to very specific data services. Those are not mandatory, but they must be implemented as defined
in this section when present. Beside, the names of optional parameters are reserved for this particular usage and
must not be used to introduce other quantities.
Whenever constant throughout the service, some of these parameters can be defined at the table level, instead of the
granule level (i. e., in the description of the epn_core view rather than as an column).

7- Data Access Reference
• If the data are outside the view (i.e., provided in separated files), these 3 parameters must be present and informed.
If alternative formats are also provided, they must be described in another granule with the same obs_id and a
different group ID.

access_url
The data of interest are often stored in a file, not in the table itself. In this very usual case, the access_url parameter
provides a complete path to the data products on the network, so that they are accessible for download by plotting or
processing tools. All URLs in the epn_core view are case sensitive and must provide an actual link. However, the
link may be the output of a script on the server, in which case this parameter provides a call to the script with
adequate arguments (e.g. Titan atmospheric profiles service). In any case, this parameter must link to the actual data,
not to a file of metadata nor to a document.
Whenever the data consists in a few scalar fields, this parameter may be replaced by parameters providing the data
itself (e.g. mass, in a table providing the masses of Solar System bodies).

access_format
Access_format provides the format of the data file linked through the access_url parameter.
The data may be stored in their native format, and no format conversion is required to set up an EPN-TAP service.
This field can therefore include reference to unusual formats, although those may not be handled by plotting tools
but only in a specific environment. Consistently with ObsCore, possible values are MIME-types written in lower
cases and are listed in Appendix F (Data Formats and MIME Types).

access_estsize
The access_estsize field provides an order of magnitude (in kilobytes) of the file available via the corresponding
URL. It is intended to provide an indication that can help to tune download functionalities in an application,
depending on data volume and transfer bit rate.

data_access_url

Points to the data area if the file has a detached label (e.g. in PDS3) - TBC
• Other parameters may be used to describe the data files:

thumbnail_url
The thumbnail_url parameter contains the URL of a reduced version of the data product used for quick-look purpose
(e.g., a small jpeg image, typically 200x200 pixels). This may be handy in the case of big data files or unusual data
formats, to facilitate data selection by the user. The EPN-TAP client uses this thumbnail for on-line quick-look,
which therefore provides important added value to a service. Preferred formats include jpeg and png, which are
handled easily by a basic viewer. Larger or more elaborate previews can be provided as independent granules and
identified via a granule_gid different from that of the data. All URLs in the epn_core view are case sensitive and
must provide an actual link.

file_name
The file_name parameter introduces the name of the data file, with extension but no path information. In many data
services, the file name encodes the most relevant metadata and may be a very handy access mechanism at least for
specialists. All filenames in the epn_core view are case sensitive and must reflect an actual filename.

access_md5
This parameter introduces a MD5 Hash for the file when available (link to a real file), to be used as a checksum.

8- Supplementary descriptions
The next 6 parameters provide additional location in time and space, and all require min/max values. They are
independent and can appear separately:

solar_longitude (min/max)
Solar longitude (a.k.a. heliocentric longitude, or ecliptic longitude of the Sun, traditionally noted Ls) is the SunPlanet vector angle counted from the planet position at N hemisphere spring equinox. It provides a measurement of
season.
Ls = 90° corresponds to the northern summer solstice, Ls = 180° to the northern autumn equinox, and Ls = 90° to
the northern winter solstice. Although it is most usually applied to Mars and Titan (using Saturn's Ls), this notion
can be enlarged to any planetary body without ambiguity.
This should not be confused with the true anomaly of the body (which is the same angle counted from the perihelion
position), nor with the longitude of the subsolar point (see below).

local_time (min/max)
Planetary observations may be documented using the local time at the surface, i. e. the location of the solar meridian
normalized to 24. This parameter is provided in unit of target rotation divided by 24 and is measured from local
midnight (ranges from 0 to 24, must increase with time at a given location). It is provided in decimal hours.

target_distance (min/max)
The target_distance parameter introduces the distance of the observer to the observed area (in km), not to be
confused with a vertical dimension provided by c3. This is mostly intended for space borne data, where it provides
the spacecraft-target distance in km. For ground-based observations the earth_distance parameter should be used
instead (in au).

target_time (min/max)
The target_time parameter introduces the time measured in UTC scale at the target. This is intended to correlate
simultaneous observations such as ground-based support and space-borne observations, or mutlispacecraft
campaigns.

earth_distance (min/max)
sun_distance (min/max)
For observational services, these two parameters provide the corresponding distance to the target at time of
observation (in au).

Other parameters are available to provide additional information, and can be used independently:

Observing geometry
subsolar_longitude
subsolar_latitude
Provide coordinates of sub-solar point, e.g., for ground-based observations.
subobserver_longitude
subobserver_latitude
Provide coordinates of sub-observer point, in particular sub-Earth point (disk center) for ground-based observations.

Celestial coordinates (ra, dec)
If fixed sky coordinates of the target are provided in the view in addition to standard coordinates, they must be
stored in parameters named ra and dec. This may document the location of a planet in a celestial image, while the
main coordinates c1/c2 are used to describe the observed area as longitude and latitude. RA, DEC parameters are
interpreted correctly by most VO tools.

Description of coordinate frame
Spatial_coordinate_description
Spatial_origin
These two parameters provide description of the spatial frame(s) in use, as introduced by the spatial_frame_type
parameter. This is mostly relevant when this parameter is constant throughout the service.
Possible values are detailed in [RD17], which is partly adapted from STC [RD13].
Spatial_origin may be used to distinguish between altitude and distance from center when body coordinates are in
use - TBC.
Examples (TBC)
BODY, Mars_IAU2000, ICRS
Geocenter

time_origin
This attribute states where the time is measured, and is expected to remain constant throughout the service. This
knowledge is required to cross-correlate event-based observations, in particular to indicate light-path differences. It
applies to the time_min and time_max parameters (target_time always refers to the target in the FoV). In this
parameter is not informed, time is expected to be provided in the observer frame.
Possible values for time_origin are:
Earth, (solar system bodies), (spacecraft)

time_scale
Always UTC in data services (may be relaxed in computational services such as ephemeris) — from enumerated
list.

bib_reference
The bib_reference parameter introduces an individual bibliographic reference at granule level. This may be required
to provide the origin of the data, e. g., if the resource is a compilation of data from various origins.
This is best provided as a Bibcode (as used e. g. in ADS) or a DOI.

internal_reference
The internal_reference parameter can be used to identify granules (or sets of granules) intimately related to the
current one. E.g., in a service containing both observations and results of analysis of observation sets,
internal_reference can be used to provide the set of observations used to compute a result. This contains a list of
granule_uid in the same service.
This is specifically intended to provide internal references in services which would otherwise need to be split in
several tables, and should not be used in more usual cases.

species
The species parameter introduces the chemical species of interest in simple data services. The formatting is very
basic and simply uses the standard formula in ascii, e. g., H2O for water, CO2 for carbon dioxide or Fe for iron. This
is the only query parameter that is provided in case sensitive form, using the standard chemical notation. This format
can only accommodate atoms and simple molecular species, and does not support isotopic variations.
An example application is related to atmospheric composition: a table providing the vertical abundances of many
gaseous species with altitude. All columns are abundances and are described by the same measurement_type
parameter. Only the use of the "species" parameter (together with the column name itself) allows identifying the
various species and accessing the requested information.
If the data contain one column per species, it is recommended to also include the species in the column name (e.g.,
H2O_abundance).
If more elaborated compositional information must be included, the use of another parameter providing InChiKeys
is recommended - TBC

alt_target_name
This parameter introduces an alternative name of the target, especially when it is more usual than the official IAU
one (e.g., Halley vs 1P).
Another possible usage is to store here a list of all alternative names of the target (e.g., for asteroids: name, number,
principal and provisional designations).

feature_name
The feature_name parameter introduces a supplementary name to provide more details about the observed target. It
is intended in particular to accommodate a local name (crater, surface feature, region name…) whereas target_name
is reserved to describe the whole body (Mars, Moon, Ceres…). The best practice is to use the official features name
defined by IAU [RD20] when relevant.
The target_region parameter (see below) also provides additional information on the target, but is aimed at
indicating the global scope of a database (e.g., atmospheric layer, internal structure…).

target_region
This parameter optionally identifies the region of interest for the resource, in complement to target_name. This
parameter only introduces generic regions, not specific local names, which must be handled using the feature_name
parameter (see examples above).
The best practice is to take the values from standard sources:
• IVOA thesaurus: http://www.ivoa.net/rdf/Vocabularies/vocabularies-20091007/IVOAT/
• IAU thesaurus http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/library/thesaurus/
+ another version: http://www.vocabularyserver.com/trex/en/
The latter seems more recent and more complete (although the interface is not practical)
• Spase dictionary http://www.spase-group.org/
Example:
"atmosphere", "surface", "ionosphere"
The same sources are used for the declaration file in the registry.

Extensions

EPN-TAP extensions are subsets of optional parameters related to a specific field of data.
When the corresponding quantities are present, they must be introduced by these parameters.
All parameters of a subset must be present when the subset is in use -TBC

9- Particle spectroscopy extension
When used, these parameters define an extra axis and must be present together.
This set defines an additional axis for particles energy, all with min/max values.

Particle Spectral Type
This parameter and the following ones are related to the spectral distribution of particles only (see the spectral_*
parameters for electro-magnetic waves).
The particle_spectral_type parameter introduces the type of axis in use: either energy (provided in eV), mass (in
amu), or mass/charge ratio (in amu/qe).

Particle Spectral Range
The particle_spectral_range parameters define the upper and lower bounds of the spectral domain for particles.
Depending on the particle_spectral_type parameter, this quantity is expressed on an energy, mass, or mass/charge
scale, with respective units eV, amu, or amu/qe.
Conversions to the native unit are provided in Appendix A.

Particle Spectral Sampling Step
The particle_spectral_sampling_step parameters provide the spectral separation between measurements, in the same
scale and unit as particle_spectral_range.
Conversions to the native unit are provided in Appendix A. This parameter is mostly intended to provide an order of
magnitude.

Particle Spectral Resolution
The particle_spectral_resolution parameters correspond to the actual resolution of the measurements, and are
provided in the same scale and unit as particle_spectral_range.
This parameter is mostly intended to provide an order of magnitude.

10- Solar System Objects extension
Service providing descriptions of solar system objects contain no observations (only derived results).
In this case, the target_distance_min/max parameters can provide distances from the frame origin (typically
heliocentric), in km for consistency - TBC, not favorite
Parameters mean_radius, equatorial_radius, and polar_radius are used to provide sizes (in km)
Parameters mass and sideral_rotation_period are also available (in kg and h)
Parameters semi_major_axis (in au), inclination, etc - to be reviewed

11- Other extensions
Will be defined by topical working groups.

1.3 EPN-TAP: Reserved keywords
Some keywords are used by the languages involved in the VO mechanism and must not be used as parameter names.
This includes ADQL keywords:
ABS

ACOS

AREA

CIRCLE

CONTAINS

COORD1 COORD2 COORDSYS COS

FLOOR

INTERSECTS LOG

RADIANS REGION

RAND

ASIN

ATAN

ATAN2 BOX

CEILING

CENTROID

DEGREES DISTANCE EXP

LOG10

MOD

PI

POINT

POLYGON POWER

ROUND

SIN

SQRT

TOP

TAN

TRUNCATE

plus SQL92 keywords:
ABSOLUTE

ACTION

ADD

ALL

ALLOCATE

ALTER

AND

ANY

ARE

AS

ASC

ASSERTION

AT

AUTHORIZATION AVG

BEGIN

BETWEEN

BIT

BIT_LENGTH

BOTH

BY

CASCADE

CASCADED

CASE

CAST

CATALOG

CHAR

CHARACTER

CHARACTER_LENGTH CHAR_LENGTH

CHECK

CLOSE

COALESCE

COLLATE

COLLATION

COLUMN

COMMIT

CONNECT

CONNECTION

CONSTRAINT

CONSTRAINTS

CONTINUE

CONVERT

CORRESPONDING COUNT

CREATE

CROSS

CURRENT

CURRENT_DATE CURRENT_TIME

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP CURRENT_USER CURSOR

DATE

DAY

DEALLOCATE

DECIMAL

DECLARE

DEFAULT

DEFERRABLE

DEFERRED

DELETE

DESC

DESCRIBE

DESCRIPTOR

DIAGNOSTICS

DISCONNECT

DISTINCT

DOMAIN

DOUBLE

DROP

ELSE

END

END-EXEC

ESCAPE

EXCEPT

EXCEPTION

EXEC

EXECUTE

EXISTS

EXTERNAL

EXTRACT

FALSE

FETCH

FIRST

FLOAT

FOR

FOREIGN

FOUND

FROM

FULL

GET

GLOBAL

GO

GOTO

GRANT

GROUP

HAVING

HOUR

IDENTITY

IMMEDIATE

IN

INDICATOR

INITIALLY

INNER

INPUT

INSENSITIVE

INSERT

INT

INTEGER

INTERSECT

INTERVAL

INTO

IS

ISOLATION

JOIN

KEY

LANGUAGE

LAST

LEADING

LEFT

LEVEL

LIKE

LOCAL

LOWER

MATCH

MAX

MIN

MINUTE

MODULE

MONTH

NAMES

NATIONAL

NATURAL

NCHAR

NEXT

NO

NOT

NULL

NULLIF

NUMERIC

OCTET_LENGTH OF

ON

ONLY

OPEN

OPTION

OR

ORDER

OUTER

OUTPUT

OVERLAPS

PAD

PARTIAL

POSITION

PRECISION

PREPARE

PRESERVE

PRIMARY

PRIOR

PRIVILEGES

PROCEDURE

PUBLIC

READ

REAL

REFERENCES

RELATIVE

RESTRICT

REVOKE

RIGHT

ROLLBACK

ROWS

SCHEMA

SCROLL

SECOND

SECTION

SELECT

SESSION

SESSION_USER

SET

SIZE

SMALLINT

SOME

SPACE

SQL

SQLCODE

SQLERROR

SQLSTATE

SUBSTRING

SUM

SYSTEM_USER

TABLE

TEMPORARY

THEN

TIME

TIMESTAMP

TIMEZONE_HOUR

TIMEZONE_MINUTE

TO

TRAILING

TRANSACTION

TRANSLATE

TRANSLATION

TRIM

TRUE

UNION

UNIQUE

UNKNOWN

UPDATE

UPPER

USAGE

USER

USING

VALUE

VALUES

VARCHAR

VARYING

VIEW

WHEN

WHENEVER

WHERE

WITH

WORK

WRITE

YEAR

ZONE

1.4 Data Formats and MIME Types
The following list is gathering all mime-types that are listed in various interoperability projects and standard
protocols.
§ The red labelled rows are proprietary formats that should be avoided
§ The green labelled rows are preferred formats for IVOA tools (that we use in VESPA).
§ The white labelled rows are formats to be assessed during the VESPA project
See here for extra types: https://tika.apache.org/1.12/formats.html
MIME-type

Shortname Extension

Definition

application/fits

fits

.fit, .fits

application/x-pds

pds

.qub, .dat,
Binary PDS files
etc...

epncore

image/x-pds

pds

.imq

epncore

application/gml+xml

gml

.gml, .xml Geography Markup Language (GML)

ogc

application/json

json

.json

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file

epncore

application/octet-stream

bin

.bin, .dat

Binary Data

spase

application/octet-stream

idl

.idl, .sav

Interactive Data Language (IDL) save set. IDL is a
proprietary format.

spase

application/octet-stream

envi

.dat, .img

ENVI format, binary with detached header. ENVI a
?
proprietary format.

.mat

MATLAB Workspace save set, version 4. MATfiles are double-precision, binary, MATLAB format
spase
files. MATLAB is a proprietary product of The
MathWorks.

.mat

MATLAB Workspace save set, version 6. MATfiles are double-precision, binary, MATLAB format
spase
files. MATLAB is a proprietary product of The
MathWorks.

application/octet-stream

application/octet-stream

matlab4

matlab6

Any generic FITS file

Datamodel

PDS images

obscore

application/octet-stream

matlab7

.mat

MATLAB Workspace save set, version 7. MATfiles are double-precision, binary, MATLAB format
files. Version 7 includes data compression and
spase
Unicode encoding. MATLAB is a proprietary
product of The MathWorks.

application/pdf

pdf

.pdf

Any PDF file

application/postscript

ps

.ps, .eps,
.ai

A page description programming language created
by Adobe Systems Inc. that is a device-independent spase
industry standard for representing text and graphics.

application/vnd.geo+json geojson

.json

GIS file format in json

ogc

application/vnd.googleearth.kml+xml

kml

.kml

Keyhole Markup Language

epncore

application/vnd.googleearth.kmz

kmz

.kmz

Keyhole Markup Language in a zipped file

epncore

application/vnd.ms-excel xls

A Microsoft spreadsheet format used to hold a
.xls, .xlsx variety of data in tables which can include
calculations.

obscore

spase

ALMA science data model (final export format still
obscore
TBD)

application/x-asdm

asdm

application/x-cdf-istp

cdf

.cdf

Common Data Format (CDF) file compliant with
ISTP

epncore

application/x-cdf-pds4

cdf

.cdf

Common Data Format (CDF) file compliant with
PDS4

epncore

.cef

Cluster Exchange Format (CEF), version 1, is a
self-documenting ASCII format designed for the
exchange of data. The metadata contains
information compatible with the ISTP
recommendations for CDF.

spase

.cef

Cluster Exchange Format (CEF), version 2, is a
self-documenting ASCII format designed for the
exchange of data and introduced for Cluster Active spase
Archive. Compared to version 1, the metadata
description of vectors and tensors is different.

application/x-cef1

cef1

application/x-cef2

cef2

application/x-directory

dir

application/x-fitsbintable

bintable

Multiple files archive returned as a text list
.fit, .fits

obscore

A FITS binary table (single BINTABLE extension) obscore

application/x-fits-euro3d euro3d

A FITS file in Euro3D format (multiobject
spectroscopy)

obscore

application/x-fits-mef

mef

A FITS multi-extension file (multiple extensions)

obscore

application/x-geotiff

geotiff

.tiff

GeoTIFF is a public domain metadata standard
which allows georeferencing information to be
embedded within a TIFF file. The potential
additional information includes map projection,
coordinate systems, ellipsoids, datums, and
everything else necessary to establish the exact
ogc
spatial reference for the file. The GeoTIFF format is
fully compliant with TIFF 6.0, so software
incapable of reading and interpreting the specialized
metadata will still be able to open a GeoTIFF
format file.

application/x-hdf

hdf

.hf4

Hierarchical Data Format 4

epncore

application/x-hdf

hdf

.hf5

Hierarchical Data Format 5

epncore

application/x-netcdf

nc

.nc

Network Common Data Format (NetCDF) file
version 3

epncore

application/x-netcdf4

nc

.nc4, .nc

Network Common Data Format (NetCDF) file
version 4

epncore

application/x-tar

tar

.tar

Multiple files archive in TAR format

obscore

application/x-tar-gzip

gtar

.tgz

A GZIP-compressed TAR file (x-gtar also
sometimes used

obscore

application/xvotable+xml

votable

.xml, .vot Any generic VOTable file

obscore

application/zip

zip

.zip

Multiple files archive in ZIP format

obscore

image/fits

fits

.fit, .fits

Any multidimensional regularly sampled FITS
image or cube

obscore

image/gif

gif

.gif

Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) first introduced
in 1987 by CompuServe. GIF uses LZW
spase
compression and images are limited to 256 colours.

image/jpeg

jpeg

.jpg, .jpeg

A 2D JPEG graphic image (likewise for GIF, PNG,
obscore
etc.)

image/png

png

.png

A digital format for still images. Portable Network
Graphics (PNG)

image/tiff

tiff

.tif, .tiff

A binary format for still pictures. Tagged Image
Format File (TIFF). Originally developed by Aldus spase
and now controlled by Adobe.

image/x-fits-gzip

fits

.gz

A GZIP-compressed FITS image

obscore

image/x-fits-hcompress

fits

A FITS image using HCOMPRESS compression

obscore

text/csv

csv

.csv

Tabular data in comma separated values format

obscore

text/html

html

.htm,
.html

Text in HTML format

obscore

text/plain

txt

.txt, .asc

Any generic text file

obscore

text/tab-separated-values tsv

.tsv

Tabular data in tab separated values format

obscore

text/xml

xml

.xml

Any generic XML file

obscore

video/mpeg

mpeg

.mpeg,
.mpg

A digital format for movies defined by the Motion
Picture Experts Group

spase

video/quicktime

mov

.mov, .qt

A format for digital movies, as defined by Apple
Computer.

spase

video/x-msvideo

avi

.avi

Audio Video Interleave (AVI)

spase

spase

idfs

Instrument Data File Set (IDFS) is a set of files
written in a prescribed format which contain data,
spase
timing data, and meta-data. IDFS was developed at
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI).

ncar

The National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) format. A complete description of that
standard is given in appendix C of the "Report on
Establishment & Operation of the IncoherentScatter Data Base", dated August 23, 1984,
obtainable from NCAR, P.O. Box 3000 Boulder,
Colorado 80307-3000.

spase

udf

Universal Data Format (UDF). The Optical
Technology Storage Association's Universal Disk
Format, based on ISO 13346. See
<http://www.osta.org/specs/index.htm>

spase
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Reference documents
[RD1] EPN-TAP document
[RD2] EPN data model version 1.18a (last version to date) can be found here:
http://www.europlanet-idis.fi/documents/public_documents/Data_Model_v1.18a.pdf
[RD3] TAP protocol:
http://ivoa.net/Documents/TAP/
[RD4] Space time and coordinate in IVOA:
http://ivoa.net/Documents/latest/STC.html
[RD5] IAU Working Group on Cartographic Coordinates and Rotation Elements of the Planets and Satellites:
http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/Page/groups/name/IAU-WGCCRE and references therein
[RD6] PDS standard reference document, JPL D-7669, Part 2 v3.8, February 27, 2009
http://pds.nasa.gov/documents/sr/StdRef_20090227_v3.8.pdf
[RD10] Fränz & Harper (2002), section 4.3.1
[RD11] Thompson (2006)
To be included:
[RDx] The Committee on Small Body Nomenclature handles Minor Planet Names and Designations, Comet
Names and Designations, Cross Listed Objects:
http://www.ss.astro.umd.edu/IAU/csbn/
[RD7] Planetary data access protocol (PDAP). IPDA draft 1.0 (latest to date, Nov. 2011)
http://planetarydata.org/projects/inactive-projects/data-access/documents/pdap-versions/pdap-v1.0-09-11-2011/
view
[RD8] IAU nomenclature for object types:
http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/Page/Planets
Other inputs to be included:
Chiara's comments, 7/2014
IMPEx / 3Dview frames doc, 9/2013
IAU Celes Mech Comm suggestion for historical frames (~ 10/2015)
Unified Planetary Coordinates - is it from USGS? Seems coupled to site: spatialreference.org

Acronym list
EPNCore Set of core parameters from EPN-DM, mandatory for EPN-TAP compatibility
EPN-TAP Specific protocol to access Planetary Science data in Europlanet-VO
EPN-DM Specific Data Model to describe Planetary Science data in Europlanet-VO
epn_core Name of table / view of a database which contains the EPN-TAP parameters. Required for EPN-TAP
compatibility
IVOA International Virtual Observatory Alliance
IPDA International Planetary Data Alliance
PDAP (Planetary Data Access Protocol) Protocol to access planetary data space archives, developed and
maintained by IPDA.
TAP (Table Access Protocol) One of the protocols developed by IVOA to access astronomical data.
ObsTAP TAP protocol applied to the Observation Data Model of IVOA
ObsCore set of core parameters from the Observation Data Model of IVOA
ADQL (Astronomical Data Query Language)

1 - Introduction
The EPN-TAP protocol is directly derived from IVOA’s TAP [RD3], a simple protocol to access data organized in tables,
here adapted for Planetary Science data. EPN-TAP and its implicit Data Model EPNcore are described in [RD1]. A more
comprehensive Data Model for Planetary Science is also available [RD2].
In the EPN-TAP protocol, the data files are described in a table named epn_core by a set of mandatory parameters. The
spatial_frame_type parameter provides the general “flavor” of the coordinate system, and can have the following
values: celestial, body, cartesian, cylindrical, spherical, healpix. This parameter defines the nature of the 3 spatial
coordinates (named c1,c2,c3).
When using some values of the spatial_frame_type parameter, the spatial_origin and spatial_coordinate_descriptio
n parameters allow the data provider to specify the exact coordinate system used in the data set (including altitude). The
system in use is known by the data provider, and the parameters are essentially intended to provide this information to
the user for comparison with other data sets. In the future, this information could be used to perform automatic
coordinate conversions.
The present document lists possible values for these parameters. The values listed here are adapted from the IAU
Working Group on Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements reports [RD5], the Space-Time Coordinates (STC)
document from IVOA [RD4], the PDS standard reference, chap. 2 [RD6], and various references mentioned in the text.
All values in the epn_core table should be provided in lower cases; all longitudes are expected to range from 0° to 360°
eastward.

2 - Coordinate systems
2.1 Native coordinates
Data are projected in a frame related to the instrument or acquisition process.
Typical examples include: X/Y coordinates for a camera, X/time coordinates for an imaging spectrometer.

Possible situation:
spatial_frame_type = cartesian
spatial_coordinate_description = native
Are Spice instrument-frame names acceptable?

Practically, it means that data products are provided in a native instrument frame, and therefore are not spatially
registered – they are not searchable on a coordinate basis in general.

2.2 Astronomical / telescopic coordinates
This situation is identified by:
spatial_frame_type = celestial
This provides 2 angles + 1 optional distance counted from the origin.

Coord System Description

Fundamental plane

Poles

Coordinates

Horizontal

horizon

zenith/nadir

elevation (=altitude) –

(=Alt/Az)
Equatorial

azimuth - meridian
celestial equator

celestial poles

declination –
right ascension or hour angle

Ecliptic

ecliptic

ecliptic poles

ecliptic latitude - ecliptic longitude

Galactic

galactic plane

galactic poles

galactic latitude - galactic longitude

It is assumed that horizontal, ecliptic and galactic coordinates are provided with no explicit mention of epoch (which can
be retrieved from the date of observation if need be).
The STC [RD4] distinguishes 3 types of equatorial systems:

FK4

Fundamental Katalog, system 4;
Besselian

Requires Equinox; default B1950.0 Left-handed in spherical
coordinates

FK5

Fundamental Katalog, system 5; Julian

Requires Equinox; default J2000.0 Left-handed in spherical
coordinates

ICRS

International Celestial Reference
System

(based on radio sources) - Requires Equinox?

The reference position is provided through the spatial_origin parameter.
Values of interest from the STC [RD4] (table 1) are:

Reference
Position

Description

Comments

GEOCENTER

Center of the Earth

BARYCENTER

Center of the solar system barycenter

HELIOCENTER

Center of the Sun

TOPOCENTER

“Local”; in most cases this will mean: the location
of the telescope

EMBARYCENTER

Earth-Moon barycenter

MOON

Center of the Moon

MERCURY

Center of Mercury

VENUS

Center of Venus

MARS

Center of Mars

JUPITER

Center of Jupiter

SATURN

Center of Saturn

URANUS

Center of Uranus

NEPTUNE

Center of Neptune

PLUTO

Center of Pluto

RELOCATABLE

Relocatable center; for simulations

Only to be used for spatial coordinates

UNKNOWNRefPos

Unknown reference position

Only to be used as a last resort.
The client is responsible for assigning a
suitable default

Can all value(s) for spacecraft, planetary landers, and orbital telescopes (with moving origin) be accessed through
TOPOCENTER, or RELOCATABLE? — PDS3 uses a SPACECRAFT value.
+ Can an ephemeris file be provided for moving locations?

2.3 Solid bodies
This situation is identified by:
spatial_frame_type = body
Provides 2 angles + 1 optional distance (not necessarily from body center, therefore not consistent with the STC).
Coordinate systems may differ by the assumed shape of the body, its rotational elements, the location of the prime
meridian, the control point network in use, and the definition of latitudes.

Body fixed reference frames:
Frames are defined through shape / rotational elements in [RD5]
http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/Page/groups/name/IAU-WGCCRE
+ reference geoid models for the Earth?

Standard planetary coordinate systems and reference ellipsoids are listed here (IAU doc –older systems are not
included):
http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/TargetCoordinates

Control networks used are important to mention for high-resolution imaging.
Information about Control Networks can be found here (USGS):
http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/maps/control-networks

The values mentioned in this and other sources are:
Moon:
ULCN1994— Unified Lunar Control Network (1994)
CLCN — related to Clementine Basemap, 1997
ULCN2004 — Unified ULCN1994 and CLCN, 2004
LOLCN — related to Lunar Orbiter images, 2004
ULCN2005 — Unified Lunar Control Network revised, 2005 (?)
LOLA2011 – Lunar Orbiter, 2011
Mars:
Control Networks are referred to the Digital Image Model first using them.
MDIM — Original Viking mosaics
MDIM2.0 — Mars Digital Image Mosaic (MDIM) 2.0 control network
MDIM2.1 — Mars control network tied to the MOLA Digital Elevation Model
http://www.isprs.org/proceedings/XXXV/congress/comm4/papers/464.pdf

Actual map projections are listed here (ie, list of existing surface maps):
data_set.html

http://www.mapaplanet.org/explorer/help/

+ see http://www.lpi.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2006/pdf/1931.pdf
for possible use in OGC

Coordinate systems may be planetocentric (defined relative to a vector passing by the center of mass) or planetographic
(defined relative to the local horizontal plane), resulting in different latitudes if the body is not spherical.
Coordinate systems may be defined as east-handed or west-handed. In the IAU 2000 standard, planetocentric systems
must be east-handed for planets and satellites. In any case, the epn_core table must contain a version with eastward
longitudes ranging from 0° to 360°, in order to handle EPN-TAP queries without ambiguity.

Possible nomenclature:
Target + IAU + year of introduction?

=> Mars_IAU2000

Does not tell if this is planetocentric/graphic?
Spice names look like IAU_Mars (= always the latest version implied)

References for small bodies
According to IAU standards, small bodies are all considered prograde and their north pole is defined accordingly.
Coordinate system name should state shape model/prime meridian in use?

The STC document distinguishes 2 options related to the meaning of the third coordinate:
To be introduced through the spatial_origin parameter??

GEO_C

Geographic (geocentric) coordinates: longitude, latitude, geocentric distance

GEO_D

Geodetic coordinates: longitude, latitude, elevation

In many cases the surface is used as origin, e.g., in atmospheric databases – this corresponds to the geodetic option
above.
+ Need different origin for planetographic coordinates?

2.4 Giant planets
This situation is identified by:
spatial_frame_type = body
Provides 2 angles + 1 optional distance (from body center, for consistency with STC?? TBC)

STC distinguishes between planetographic and planetocentric:

Planetocentric

Planetographic

Jupiter_C_III

Jupiter_G_III

Saturn_C_III

Saturn_G_III

Uranus_C_III

Uranus_G_III

Neptune_C_III

Neptune_G_III

In the PDS3 standard reference there is only one value for each planet in the coordinate_system_ID keyword:
"-JUPSYS3", "-SATSYS3", "-URNSYS3" + VSO

2.5 Plasma / dynamic coordinates
This situation may correspond to
spatial_frame_type = cartesian or spherical

From STC document:

MAG

Geomagnetic coordinates

See F&H (2002)

GSE

Geocentric Solar Ecliptic coordinates

See F&H (2002)

GSM

Geocentric Solar Magnetic
coordinates

See F&H (2002)

SM

Solar Magnetic coordinates

See F&H (2002)

HGC

Heliographic coordinates (Carrington)

See Explanatory Supplement, Section 7.2 Thompson (2006),
Section 2.2

HGS

Heliographic coordinates (Stonyhurst)

See Explanatory Supplement, Section 7.2 Thompson (2006),
Section 2.2

HEEQ

Heliographic Earth Equatorial
coordinates

See F&H (2002); related to Heliographic (Stonyhurst), see
Thompson (2006), Section 2.1

HRTN

Heliocentric RadialTangential-Normal coordinates

See F&H (2002)

HPC

Helioprojective Cartesian coordinates

See Thompson (2006), Section 4.1, 2- or 3-dimensional (angular
coordinates); left- handed

HPR

Helioprojective Polar coordinates

See Thompson (2006), Section 4.1, 2- dimensional (angular
coordinates); left- handed

HCC

Heliocentric Cartesian coordinates

See Thompson (2006), Section 3.1 (linear coordinates);
right-handed

HGI

Heliographic Inertial coordinates

See F&H (2002)

2.6 Magnetospheric coordinates
This situation may correspond to
spatial_frame_type = cartesian or spherical

Three types of reference frames are used:
planetocentric solar magnetic (X towards Sun; Z towards planetary magnetic North pole). Only exist when the body
has an intrinsic magnetic field.
planetocentric solar equatorial (X towards Sun; Z perpendicular to the equator of the planet, towards the planetary
North pole)
planetocentric solar ecliptic (X towards the Sun; Z perpendicular to ecliptic plane, in the northern celestial
hemisphere)
Each of them is centered on the planet barycenter. Y axis is completing the orthogonal direct reference frames.

Planet

Name

Acronym

Mercury

Hermian Solar Ecliptic

HSE

Hermian Solar Magnetic

HSM

Hermian Solar Equatorial

HSQ

Venus Solar Ecliptic

VSE

Venus Solar Equatorial

VSQ

Geocentric Solar Ecliptic

GSE

Geocentric Solar Equatorial

GSQ

Geocentric Solar Magnetic

GSM

Martian Solar Ecliptic

MSE

Martian Solar Equatorial

MSQ

Jovian Solar Ecliptic

JSE

Jovian Solar Equatorial

JSQ

Jovian Solar Magnetic

JSM

Kronian Solar Ecliptic

KSE

Kronian Solar Equatorial

KSQ

Kronian Solar Magnetic

KSM

Uranian Solar Ecliptic

USE

Uranian Solar Equatorial

USQ

Uranian Solar Magnetic

USM

Neptunian Solar Ecliptic

NSE

Neptunian Solar Equatorial

NSQ

Neptunian Solar Magnetic

NSM

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

[see F&H 2002, section 4.3.1]

2.7 Landers/rovers coordinates
This specific situation is expected to be correctly described in the PDS3/4 reference, TBC.

2.8 Solar-terrestrial interactions
Derived from a SPASE document compiling various sources.

2.8 Anything else?
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1. Introduction
This document presents the installation procedure to set up data distribution server for VESPA. We propose here to set
up three service interfaces on the same physical server (and the same public IP address): a standard web server
(Apache) to serve data files, a tool to have access statistics (using AWStats), and a DaCHS server to provide the Virtual
Observatory (VO) interfaces (including a TAP service). Two server names have to be set up: one for the data access and
the statistics, and the other for the VO access:
http://my_servername.my_domain VO interface
http://my_servername.my_domain:8080 Data repository and usage statistic service
Section 2 describes the Debian distribution installation. Section 3 describes the installation of DaCHS and its
configuration. Section 4 describes the installation and configuration of AWStat. Section 5 describes the configuration of
the Apache server and of DNS.
Further configuration of the VO interface is described in the second part of the tutorial.
In all this document, you will have to replace all text between <<...>> with the value that you have selected
for your installation.
In order to prepare the installation, here is a table to be filled with the parameters of you installation:
Parameter Name

Your Value

Example Value for tutorial

my_servername

..................................................................................

voparis-test-bc

my_domain

..................................................................................

obspm.fr

maintainer_email (1)

..................................................................................

vo.paris@obspm.fr

authority-ivo-name
(2)

..................................................................................

vopdc.obspm

server_title

..................................................................................

My new test DaCHS
server

my_user

..................................................................................

user

(1) This should be a generic address, rather than a specific person address.
(2) Read the Service Identifier page when filling these lines. Note that this specific item do not contain "ivo://" at the
beginning.

2. Debian Stable (Jessie) Installation
DaCHS (Data Center Helper Suite) must be installed on a fresh Debian Stable distribution.

2.1 Install virtualization software
Test

Production

The installation demonstration is done on a Virtual Box guest computer, so you first
need to install VirtualBox on your computer.

For a real installation, a
physical server (or a bare
metal virtualization
framework) should be
preferred.

On Debian based systems:

sudo apt-get install virtualbox

On other systems, download VirtualBox and follow the installation instructions.
The Debian installation ISO image must be mounted on boot (see Virtual
Box documentation for more details), so that the system can boot from it. If
you use a physical server, the installation disk (extracted from the ISO
image) must be available to the system on boot.

2.2 Download Debian
The current installation image for this distribution is available here: https://www.debian.org/distrib/netinst#smallcd (under
Small CDs or USB sticks). In this example, we used the following ISO image: debian-8.2.0-amd64-netinst.iso.

2.3 Virtual machine installation
Test

Production

Click on the New icon, then fill:

Nothing to
do.

Label

Value

Comment

Name

Debian8.3_VESPA

As you want

Type

Linux

Version

Debian (64bits)

RAM

1Go

Virtual HDD

Create a virtual drive now

Drive file type

VDI

Storage

dynamically allocated

No more than 50% of your actual RAM.

Location

The default option is usually good.

Size

8Go

Click create on the last step, then click on the Configuration icon.
Go to Storage, on IDE controller, click on Add optical drive, Choose a disk, and select your
downloaded iso.

2.4 Network configuration
Test

Production

Always in Configuration window, go to Network, keep "NAT" for the default network
access mode, then click on Port forwarding and add 4 rules as the following:

For operation server, you must have a
public address. The DNS configuration
must be completed.

Name

Protocol

host IP

host port

guest IP

guest port

ssh

TCP

2222

22

web-apache

TCP

8080

8080

web-dachs

TCP

8000

8000

psql

TCP

5433

5432

Ports to be open:
22: Secure shell login for
administration and configuration.
80 (open to all): VO interface
(DaCHS server)
8080 (open to all): WWW interface
(Apache2 server)

Note that as part of this tutorial, the DaCHS port is set to 8000 instead of 80
because the host can't access to a guest through ports numbers lower than
1024 for security reasons.

For advanced test purposes, you can configure the network interface of the
VM to "Bridged", and then use the "Production" commands.
In this case, the VM will have its own IP address, as provided by the DHCP
server (you may need to provide the MAC address of your VM to your
network admin to get a proper IP address).

2.5 Debian installation
Step

Screenshot

Configuration

Installation
selection

Select "Install"

Language used
for the installation
process, and for
the system, once
installed

Select " English "

Location of the
installation

Select your country

Locale used for
the installation

Select "en-US.UTF-8"

Keyboard map

Select your keyboard map

Hostname for this
computer

Type the hostname (here "vopar
is-test-bc")
replace by <<my_serv
ername>>

Domain name for
your institute

Type the domain name (here "ob
spm.fr")
replace by <<my_doma
in>>

Root password

Enter root password (pick a
password, which is not easy to
guess and don't forget it!)

Main user
configuration

Enter Full Name, user name and
password
In the following, <<my_user>> w
ill refer to the login of this user.

Disk
configuration

Select "Use entire disk"

Select Disk to
partition

Select the main disk (there
should be only one).

Partition Scheme

Select "All files in one
partition"

Confirmation of
partition set up

Select "Finish partioning
and write changes to
disk"

Configuration of
package
manager

Select a mirror close to your
place

Proxy
configuration

If needed enter the proxy
information to go on internet

Configuring
popularity-contest

This is up to you (here "No" is
selected)

Software
selection

Select a minimal set of package,
namely "web server", "ssh
server", "standard system
utilities". Note that no
desktop environment is selected
here. As a server, only shell
access is necessary.
For package
selection/unselection,
use the "space" key.

In basic configuration,
we do not select any
desktop environment,
but it is possible to do
so, it makes you more
confident.

If you don't load any
desktop environment,
you must make sure
that your server is
reachable through ssh.
This may imply
configuration on the
virtualization software
and on the DNS server
of your institution.

Installation of
GRUB boot
loader, part 1

Select "yes"

Installation of
GRUB boot
loader, part 2

Select the newly created
partition.

Installation
completion

Select "continue" to finish
installation and reboot.

Reboot

Go to next section

From now, it is recommended to access to your server through ssh:
Test

Production

ssh -P 2222
<<my_user>>@localhost

ssh <<my_user>>@<<
my_servername>>.<<
my_domain>>

And you don't need to use the guest interface anymore.
No you will be able (and you should) to use copy-paste along the tutorial.
To change the keyboard map on your guest, you have to edit a file:

sudo nano /etc/default/keyboard

3. Install and configure sudo
On the server, login with the <<my_user>> user created during installation (either on the computer itself, or remotely
with ssh).
The first thing is to install and set up the sudo command, which allows a user to issue commands with root rights. Use
the su command to log as root, and type the root password.

su

Install the sudo package:

apt-get install sudo

Set up rights for your regular user to use the sudo command:

adduser "<<my_user>>" sudo

You have now the log out from your root shell:

exit

and your regular user shell:

exit

(this will disconnect your ssh connection, so you have to connect again)
Now you will be able to use the sudo command.

4. Apache Configuration
Connect to the server with ssh. Apache should already be installed during initial configuration, otherwise :

sudo apt-get install apache2

Enable ModCGI:

sudo a2enmod cgi

Update the default Apache port to 8080 instead of 80 by changing the /etc/apache2/ports.conf file, using your
preferred command line editor, for instance, you can use the pico editor (useful short cuts: ^O to save, ^X to quit):

sudo pico /etc/apache2/ports.conf

Modify the first line containing the Listen command and replace the port number:

Listen 8080

Then restart Apache2:

sudo service apache2 restart

You can check that your regular web server is running connecting to the URL: http://<<my_servername>>.<<my_d
omain>>:8080/. You should see a standard splash page:
Fig. 4.1: View of the Apache server web default welcome page.
You can create a regular website that presents your project and database putting HTML code into /var/www/html/.

5. DaCHS Installation and Configuration
There are several ways to install DaCHS as presented by his author in [1]. For DaCHs installation you need an Debian
Stable distribution, at this time Jessie (see Section 2).

Install DaCHS framework
The repository source list must be updated to include DaCHS packages. Edit the file /etc/apt/sources.list:

sudo pico /etc/apt/sources.list

Add the following lines at the end of file (see Fig. 3.1):

# DaCHS repository
deb http://vo.ari.uni-heidelberg.de/debian stable main
deb-src http://vo.ari.uni-heidelberg.de/debian stable main

Fig. 3.1: Adding GAVO/DaCHS repository into /etc/apt/sources.list.
Add the key to use the repository:

wget -qO - http://docs.g-vo.org/archive-key.asc | sudo apt-key add -

Get the latest debian packages:

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade

After these first steps, start the installation:

sudo apt-get install gavodachs-server

In order to safely install the various component of the server, we now turn off the Apache web server (we will configure it
later):

sudo apachectl stop

Initial DaCHS Configuration
We now configure DaCHS so that the server can run. The registry and data services configuration will be done in the sec
ond part of the tutorial.
As we are using DaCHS in a non secure configuration, we need to disable some features:

sudo cp /var/gavo/etc/trustedquery /var/gavo/etc/untrustedquery

Create a file /etc/gavo.rc using your preferred editor (for instance pico):

sudo pico /etc/gavo.rc

Insert the following content in that file:
Test

Production

[general]
rootDir: /var/gavo
maintainerAddress: <<maintainer_email>>
[web]
bindAddress:
serverPort: 8000
serverURL: http://127.0.0.1
preloadRDs: rr/q
sitename: <<server_title>>
[ivoa]
authority: <<authority-ivo-name>>

[general]
rootDir: /var/gavo
maintainerAddress: <<maintainer_email>
[web]
bindAddress:
serverPort: 80
serverURL: http://<<my_servername>>.<<
preloadRDs: rr/q
sitename: <<server_title>>
[ivoa]
authority: <<authority-ivo-name>>

In this file, replace http://<<my_servername>>.<<my_domain>> by your actual server name, <<server_title>
> by server title and <<authority-ivo-name>> by your own authority name that you will create during the registration
of your service (e.g., at Observatoire de Paris, our authority name is vopdc.obspm). If this is not ready at this time, you
may modify it later when your have registered your service with IVOA. The <<maintainer_email>> field is the contact
of the technical maintainer of the service, use a generic address if possible.
If you want to add your institute logo on the DaCHS server instead of the default GAVO logo, you have to prepare three
PNG files, with width of 200, 120 and 50 pixels, and the following respective names logo_big.png, logo_medium.pn
g and logo_tiny.png. These files should be placed in the /var/gavo/web/nv_static/img/ directory (you will
have to create the img/ directory if necessary).

sudo mkdir /var/gavo/web/nv_static/img

The image transfer can be done with the following command, on the server you have prepared your images:
Test

Production

cd /your/local/path/to/img
scp -P 2222 logo_big.png
logo_medium.png
logo_tiny.png
<<my_user>>@127.0.0.1:~

cd /your/local/path/to/img
scp logo_big.png logo_medium.png logo_tiny.png
<<my_user>>@<<my_servername>>.<<my_domain>>:~

This command has copied to your images on the home account of the DaCHS server. Then you have to copy them in
the right directory, on your DaCHS server:

cd ~
sudo cp logo_big.png logo_medium.png logo_tiny.png
/var/gavo/web/nv_static/img/.

Finally start Apache and DaCHS servers:

sudo apachectl start
sudo gavo serve start

You can check that your server is running by connecting to the server with a web browser, using the server URL:
Test

Production

http://127.0.0.1:8000

http://<<my_servername>>.<<my_domain>>

You should see the following welcome page:
Fig. 3.2: View of the welcome DaCHS server.

6. AWStat Installation and Configuration including Apache
Install AWStats:

sudo apt-get install awstats

Apache Configuration for AWStats
AWStats is a script, which must be enabled in default config the script execution in you Apache default config file.
Edit the file /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/000-default.conf:

sudo pico /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/000-default.conf

Replace the entire file content by the following lines (ctrl-K to cut/delete a line on Pico):

<VirtualHost *:8080>

ScriptAlias /cgi-bin/ /usr/lib/cgi-bin/
<Directory "/usr/lib/cgi-bin">
Options FollowSymLinks
AddHandler cgi-script .pl
AllowOverride None
Options +ExecCGI -MultiViews +SymLinksIfOwnerMatch
Order allow,deny
Allow from all
</Directory>
ErrorLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/error.log
CustomLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/access.log combined

</VirtualHost>

Configuration of AWStats
We configure here AWStats to use the DaCHS and Apache log files and eliminate queries coming from monitoring server
at ObsParis.

Apache statistics
Go into the /etc/awstats directory and open a new file for edition:

cd /etc/awstats
sudo pico awstats.conf

In this file, edit the following lines (search by keyword - ctrl-W on Pico - : LogFile, LogFormat, etc) and replace by the
proposed content:
Keyword to search

Line to input

LogFile

LogFile="/usr/share/awstats/tools/logresolvemerge.pl
/var/log/apache2/access.log* |"

LogFormat

LogFormat=1

SiteDomain

SiteDomain="<<my_servername>>.<<my_domain>>"

HostAliases

HostAliases="localhost 127.0.0.1 <<my_domain>>"

DNSLookup

DNSLookup=2

AllowFullYearView

AllowFullYearView=3

SkipHosts

SkipHosts="145.238.187.13 145.238.187.29"

The VESPA technical team plan to monitor the status of all VESPA servers using a Nagios server. Its hits should be
removed from the statistics. This is the purpose of the line starting with SkipHosts.

DaCHS statistics
Staying in the /etc/awstats directory, copy the file awstats.conf to awstats.dachs.conf:

sudo cp awstats.conf awstats.dachs.conf
sudo pico awstats.dachs.conf

In this file, edit the following lines (search by keyword - ctrl-W on Pico - : LogFile, LogFormat, etc):

Keyword to
search

Line to input

LogFile

LogFile="/usr/share/awstats/tools/logresolvemerge.pl
/var/gavo/logs/web.log* |"

LogFormat

LogFormat="%other %other %other %host %other %other %time1 %methodurl
%code %bytesd %refererquot %uaquot"

URLWithQuery

URLWithQuery=1

Setup a crontab to update statistics every day
First create a file containing the calling sequence to AWStats:

cd /usr/local/bin
sudo pico run_awstats

In this file, input the three following lines:

#!/bin/bash
/usr/bin/perl /usr/lib/cgi-bin/awstats.pl -config=dachs -update
/usr/bin/perl /usr/lib/cgi-bin/awstats.pl -config=apache -update

Finally, change the access control configuration for this file:

sudo chmod 777 run_awstats

A task can then be added to the crontab of your system using :

sudo crontab -e

Add those lines at the end of the file:

0 0 * * * www-data /usr/local/bin/run_awstats 2>/dev/null

If you use the crontab -e command for the first time, you may have to select en editor. The following lines
should then appear in your terminal:

Select an editor. To change later, run 'select-editor'.
1. /bin/nano
<---- easiest
2. /usr/bin/vim.tiny
Choose 1-2 [1]:

If you are not very familiar with vim, prefer the nano option.

Run AWStats
sudo /usr/local/bin/run_awstats

Access AWStats
The AWStats reports are available at:
http://my_servername.my_domain:8080/cgi-bin/awstats.pl?config=dachs
http://my_servername.my_domain:8080/cgi-bin/awstats.pl?config=apache
Figure 5.1 shows a screenshot of the AWStats monitoring page.

Fig 5.1: View of the AWStats monitoring page.

7. Allowing up external access to database
In order to connect to the PostgreSQL (PgSQL) database that is used by DaCHS, you can either set up an SSH tunnel
or configure DaCHS server to allow external access to the database:

Method A: By opening an SSH tunnel
From your host:

ssh <<my_user>>@127.0.0.1 -p 2222 -L 5432:127.0.0.1:5432

Then leave the console open during the tutorial.

Method B: By configuring DaCHS server
On the DaCHS server, you have to edit 2 files (pg_hba.conf and postgresql.conf). The first file is used to set up
which range of IP have access, with which user and what role. Open the file:

sudo pico /etc/postgresql/9.4/main/pg_hba.conf

and at the end of the file add the following line:

host all

gavo 0.0.0.0/0 md5

That configuration will allow all IP address to connect. That's good for a tutorial, but not for real
operations. You will have to restrict the range of IPs that are allowed to connect. Check with your local

system administrator if needed.
The second file is used to configure which IP range the database is listening to for queries. Open the file:

sudo pico /etc/postgresql/9.4/main/postgresql.conf

and modify the line containing the "listen_addresses" directive:

listen_addresses = '*'

The PgSQL database as well as DaCHS must now be restarted:

sudo /etc/init.d/postgresql restart
sudo gavo serve restart

8. Setting up pgAdmin (optional)
Installation
pgAdmin aims to provide a graphical interface to view and manage a database. We will use this tool on section Setting
up an EPN-TAP service. If you don't want to install pgAdmin on you computer, you can however use psql commands
instead.
First, install pgAdmin on your host machine. If you are on Debian based distribution:

sudo apt-get install pgadmin3

Compiled sources are also available for MacOS and Windows.
You need pgAdmin v. 1.20 or upper in order to deal with postgreSQL 9.4. Once installed, check pgdmin
version (Help menu, About).

Configuration
Check for the gavo user password:

cat /var/gavo/etc/feed

Now start pgAdmin, then click on Add a connexion to a server (power socket icon) and fill the fields as the following:
Test

Production

Comment

Name

DaCHS-test

DaCHS

As you want

Host

127.0.0.1

<<my_server>>.<<my_domain>>

TCP port

5432
leave empty

Service
Base maintenance

postgres

Use name

gavoadmin

password

*******

save password

yes

Get it with the command above
As you want

Checking installation
Now you should be able to see your database:

2.2 Setting up an EPN-TAP service
Work in Progress
This tutorial is still under development, but nearly finalized. Please try out and post any necessary comment!
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Specific Data Model to describe Planetary Science data in Europlanet-VO

epn_core

Name of the view of a database which contains the EPN-TAP parameters. Required for EPN-TAP
compatibility.
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DaCHS
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ObsTAP
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Introduction
This document provides practical guidelines to setup an EPN-TAP data service for non-specialists. It focuses on building
the data service itself, not on software installation which is addressed in [RD4]. A simple example is used here to
illustrate each step of the procedure: it will provide access to a series of individual files.

The example service is based on spectral observations of comet 1P/Halley from the IKS instrument on board
the Vega-1 spacecraft. The data were initially archived in the PDS as part of the International Halley Watch
distributed on CD, then restored as an individual dataset in 2011. The data used in this service are retrieved
from the PDS3 archive at PDS Small Bodies Node (2011 restored version) then updated with extra information
recovered from the original team (the current version has been completed at the beginning of 2016).

The procedure described here involves the creation of a database (PostGreSQL standard) and writing SQL routines and
VOTables using TOPCAT and (in the example) IDL. Database accesses are performed in the terminal, although the
pgAdmin3 software can also be used for this purpose.
To retrieve and visualize the data you may use TOPCAT, Aladin, VOSpec or CASSIS (among other tools) depending on
the type of your data. These clients run with the Java Virtual Machine. You need to download their installer or jar files
(some clients may provide a standard application interface or a webstart link, depending on your system). You can test a
jar file by clicking on its icon or by issuing a shell command from their directory:

java -jar <application>.jar

Aladin (for images)
http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/java/nph-aladin.pl?frame=downloading
TOPCAT (for tabular data)
http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/#install
VOSpec (for spectra)
http://www.sciops.esa.int/index.php?project=ESAVO&page=vospec
CASSIS (for spectra)
http://cassis.irap.omp.eu/?page=installation
In this tutorial, we will also use the VESPA main query portal at Obs. Paris: http://vespa.obspm.fr

Example commands are provided along the text; they assume you have installed DaCHS on a Virtual Machine as
described in EPN-TAP Installation for VESPA Data Provider Tutorial — Part 1 (see [RD4] for setup). In this configuration,
you will implement your service on your server (guest machine), although you can develop it on your usual system (host
machine) - see Figure 1. In case of technical issues during the tutorial, some hints are provided in Annex I below.

Figure 1
If you have no DaCHS server available on your machine (e. g. if you only want to have a quick look without installing a
Virtual Machine), refer to Annex II to see how to install the IKS example service in postgresql. In this situation, pgAdmin3
provides a convenient way to browse tables, check variables types, etc.

To get the reference example in working order, you can download the example files this way:

sudo apt-get install git
cd ~
git clone https://github.com/epn-vespa/DaCHS-for-VESPA.git
cd ~/DaCHS-for-VESPA/q.rd_examples/iks_v2

You will need to enter the gavoadmin password of your server at some point - you can retrieve it this way:

more /var/gavo/etc/feed

Note the value on the line
password = xxxxxxxxxxxx

Selecting and documenting the data
Data Selection & service design
The very first step in building a service is to decide the content of the service: what are the
data of interest, what is the proper organization of the data, is it consistent and correctly
self-described? In many cases, the data consists in a series of data products (files, set of
files, series of number), and the “granules” must be identified. Granules are the smallest
data chunks described and accessible in the service.
In the case of IKS, the dataset is a series of 101 calibrated infrared spectra of the comet (essentially the
coma), plus 2 “reconstructed” spectra deriving from global analysis. All spectra are available as individual files.
Most spectra use the same spectral range; one of the reconstructed spectra derives from the longer
wavelength channel of the instrument and is included because it provides essentially the same kind of
information. In contrast, data from the imaging channel of the instrument are not included in this service,
because they have a very different nature and scope: they provide intensity measurements of a modulated
signal on a grid, and were mostly intended to derive a size estimate of the nucleus. For IKS, the main spectral
data service will therefore only include the 103 infrared spectra, while the imaging channel data could be the
scope of another service. The spectral data service will provide access to all individual spectra, which
constitute the “granules” of the service.
In EPN-TAP (v.2), all chunks of data are described as separate granules. The only exception is the possibility to
associate a granule to a small-size thumbnail, which is only used to provide a quick-look in the search interface.
"Previews" are more elaborate products which are treated as independent granules (e. g. reduced resolution images, a
graphic representation of a table, etc).
Some services contain related data products, e. g., a calibrated image and a map-projected version of the image, spectra
and derived spectral parameters, tabular data and a graphic preview, etc. In such cases, data products of similar nature
(e.g., all calibrated spectra) belong to the same "group"; instead, data products derived from the same measurement are
considered as independent granules but are related through the same "observation". All granules are therefore described
separately but may be associated in groups or observations.
In practice, you have to define three parameters for each granule:
EPN-TAP parameter

Description

granule_uid

provides a unique ID for the granule in the service

granule_gid

identifies a group of products: it is identical for all granules
containing the same type of information for different observations
(e.g., preview/native/calibrated/geometry/projection, etc)

obs_id

identifies granules related to the same initial measurement,
but containing different types/groups of data
(e.g.: raw and calibrated versions of the same file,
measurement and associated geometry, etc)

Explicit strings are recommended in these fields, because they may be used as search criteria. Standard values are
suggested in the table above.
Please remind that granule_uid must be unique for the service to work: otherwise the DaCHS server will issue fatal
errors when ingesting the q.rd file at the end of the process.

In the case of IKS, the service will provide access to an updated version of the PDS archive, which is
completed with extra information. In addition, it was decided to also maintain access to the original PDS
archive files. So there are two groups of products ("archived" for PDS and "corrected" for the updated version),
and in all pairs the granules share the same observation ID (filename root, e.g. "iks030"). The unique ID is
simply a combination of the two (e.g., "iks030A" and "iks030C").
An important part of service design is therefore to identify the groups of granules, and there is no unique way to do this.
Group IDs are a handy way to separate different levels of data which are difficult to distinguish otherwise. A basic rule of
thumb is to separate similar granules that you usually do not want to retrieve together as an answer to a request: several
levels of data calibration, different kinds of map projections, measurements vs associated geometry, etc. especially when
these files are not easily identified from other EPN-TAP parameters (e.g., images and spectra for instance are easily
identified from the dataproduct_type parameter).
In addition to the granule identification parameters, other EPN-TAP parameters must not only be present but also contain
a value (see EPN-TAP V2.0 parameters) - those are mostly related to the service itself (dates, name, dataproduct_type
and target_name). Care should be taken when selecting dataproduct_type, since it is used in particular to connect your
data with the proper visualization tool; its value must be selected from a predefined list.

Data Documentation
The next step is to document the data as accurately as possible, so that the user will be able to locate them from a query
based on observational or operational parameters. These parameters are provided as a table describing the content of
the database, with one line per granule (or file).
In the case of IKS, the spectra parameters are spread among the file labels, the documentation of the PDS
archive, the publication of the final results of the experiment, and documents still available in the original team
(LESIA, Observatoire de Paris). This information will be collected and included in the service.
The EPN-TAP protocol [RD1, RD2] is based on a set of mandatory parameters describing all databases uniformly.
Although these parameters can be left empty when not relevant, they must be informed whenever possible to insure
usability. Most numerical parameters have to be converted in standard units at some point, to make uniform queries
possible on all databases. The space and time coordinates are often of particular importance to identify data of interest
inside a database - beware that those must honor specific conventions in the data description so that your service can be
searchable: e.g., longitude must follow the eastward convention in a body-fixed frame (see "Creating the epn_core view"
below).
String parameters must respects several rules:
Values of some parameters have to be selected from predefined lists (see EPN-TAP V2.0 parameters)
In free format strings, the # character is not authorized
Heading and trailing spaces are forbidden (they cause nasty errors in the interfaces, and must be checked)
In names, acronyms, etc, upper cases are allowed but must follow official naming schemes (e.g., IAU target
names); lower cases are required otherwise
Multiple values are supported; lists are sequences of values separated by # (with no extra space)

In the case of IKS, the time of observation was lost in early formatting of the dataset; it is provided here as the
date of the encounter only, with no specific timing. In practice, the sequence of acquisition is described by the
spacecraft-target distance (all observations were performed prior to closest approach). The spectral range was
indicated in the PDS files, but no other information was available from the PDS archive. The spectral step is
computed from the data. The actual spectral resolution and the exposure times are retrieved from the
publication. The space coordinates are related to the observed area on the cometary nucleus, and are not
known; these parameters are therefore left empty (this is not essential, since the nucleus is much smaller than
the pixel even at shortest distance). Finally, the phase angles are interpolated for every observing distance
from documents preserved in the original team.
The spacecraft-target distance is provided through the target_distance parameters (with min and max values

identical) rather than as the third spatial coordinate, which is reserved to identify the observed area. This also
avoids any ambiguity about the origin of the reference frame. Last, the target_time parameter is intended to
cross-correlate simultaneous observations from another spacecraft or from the ground, if any. In this case it is
left empty because the exact timing is uncertain.

Some EPN-TAP parameters describe the target, the origin of the data and the type of measurements, and must be
informed when setting up the service; in general a standard value is required, from the reference sources indicated in the
EPN-TAP documentation [RD1, RD2]. Those include:
EPN-TAP parameter

Example IKS value

Comments

target_name

1P

See below

target_class

comet

From predefined list

spatial_frame_type

body

From predefined list

instrument_name

IKS

As in NSSDC master catalogue (for space
instruments)

instrument_host_name

Vega 1

As in NSSDC master catalogue (space missions) or
IAU code (telescopes)

processing_level_id

3

CODMAC level

measurement_type

phys.luminosity;phys.angArea;em.wl

Introduces a UCD, which must be carefully identified
from existing values [RD3]
This one stands for radiance (as a function of
wavelength)

Special care should be taken with target names: the names should follow the exact IAU spelling, including case, or be
left in lower cases. This is particularly sensitive when exoplanets, comets and asteroids are concerned (e. g., names like
xP for periodic comets, main denomination for asteroids). Additional columns in the table can be used to store alternative
target names/spelling.
Other parameters must take values selected from a predifined list, e. g., dataproduct_type is encoded according to the
EPN-TAP protocol definition [RD2]. It is better to include such codes at this level, i. e., in the definition of the data table.
EPN-TAP parameters are discussed here: EPNcore v2.
Specific parameters can also be included in addition to the mandatory EPN-TAP parameters. They will be available to
search inside an individual service, but they obviously cannot be used to perform searches across several services.
In the case of IKS, specific parameters include an acquisition number related to spacecraft operations, which is
maintained for completeness. Sun and Earth distances are also included for in the table, although there are
constant throughout the dataset (within the limits of the available accuracy) - they couldn't be accessed by
VESPA otherwise.
Finally, a more explicit target name (Halley) is provided through the optional parameter alt_target_name.

An important parameter is the access_url which points to the files. When present, it must be associated with other
parameters describing the file: access_format and access_estsize. However, this set of parameters is optional, and
can be replaced by the data themselves in the case of a small data table of scalar values - allowing to perform searches
on the data themselves.
In the case of IKS, the access_url parameter provides the location of the data files: either at PADC (for the
updated, reformatted files; see below) or at the Small Bodies Node of PDS (for the original PDS versions). The
corresponding access_format values are votable and ascii - the latter because the url points to the ascii data
area, not to the PDS3 label.
Note that the access_url parameter can point to a script, rather than a file. This may be a handy way to support exotic or
non-standard formats, and to perform conversions on the fly. For instance, a system to convert from PDS3 format to fits
is currently being studied. Scripts may also be used to extract the data of interest from another database, or from large
files.

Optional
The complete description of the granules will be provided by the epn_core view, to be built from the data table.
In more complicated cases, it may be easier to first write two or more tables which describe independently,

e.g., observing modes and targets, or laboratory samples and measurements. The epn_core view can be built
later on by crossing information from these tables. This option should be considered in particular for services
with content evolving with time.

Footprints
Footprints provide significant added value to services distributing spatially extended data (images or spectral
cubes), either on the sky or on planetary surfaces. Such footprints can be used to refine spatial searches
dramatically (simple boxes with min/max longitudes and latitudes produce many false alarms) and can be
displayed in plotting tools (Aladin). This comes in addition to the more general C1/C2 parameters.
To define footprints, you first have to sample the contour of your data products - at least the 4 corners are
required for a polygon, but more points would provide more accurate results. If your data are on the sky, use
RA and Dec values; on a planetary body, use eastward longitudes. If your footprints are not polygons (points,
circles…), other geometric objects are available (see the pgsphere documentation).
You then enter the list of points in the parameter s_region of every granule with syntax: '{(lon1,lat1), (lon2,lat2),
… }' (with no quotes), where the pairs of points appear in sequence along the contour. Arguments lon and lat
must be provided as: 10.d, 5d, etc, where character d stands for degrees.
The s_region parameter must be declared with type 'spoly' when creating the table; here, you have to change
it in iks_db.sql. If you later need to manipulate the view, avoid any function involving comparisons of s_region
parameters (e.g., use UNION ALL instead of UNION, avoid DISTINCT, etc). If you do not provide footprints
through s_region, insert it this way in the view:
CAST(NULL AS SPOLY) AS s_region
In the q.rd file described below, check the line:
<stc> Polygon UNKNOWNFrame [s_region] </stc>
If your data are on the sky, replace UNKNOWNFrame by ICRS.
The s_region definition line must include the adequate datatype:
<column name="s_region" type="spoly" ucd="phys.outline;obs.field" description="Provides footprint"/>
The VESPA user interface will allow you to look for inclusions and intersections with a search box. Comparison
between footprints of various data products will be also be available in the future.

Building your service database
Once the data are selected and formally described, you must set up a database describing the dataset. This is a simple
table of all the granules, providing all the available information plus links to the data files. When they consist in a few
values, the data themselves can be included in the table for more direct access. Once written, this table can then
presented in various ways called "views". The EPN-TAP protocol will use a particular view called epn_core.
There are two simple possibilities to create the database:
1. directly in SQL language
2. through a VOtable
Both options involve writing a formatted file, either an SQL script or a VOTable. This can be automated from IDL or a
similar computing environment, and by using a template.
Option 1 is the most straightforward method to handle a service which evolves with time, i. e. in which you'll add new files
regularly.
In option 2, we would first write a VOTable from the original dataset, then use this VOTable to build the database. Writing
a VOTable in IDL is more delicate because of the xml formalism, but this method may be more convenient if your dataset
is already described in a VOTable, e. g., if it was extracted or computed from other tables with TOPCAT.
1. SQL => postgresql
2. VOTable => TOPCAT then export to postgresql
In the case of IKS, although an index file is included in the PDS dataset, it does not contain all the information
included in the file headers. IDL is the only convenient environment to read the data files in PDS. We will
therefore write an IDL routine that opens all the files in sequence and parses the relevant information to write a
new index file, and the file adapted to create the database. The PDS files are read using the virtisPDS IDL
library [RD7].
In case you already have a fully deployed and complex SQL database (as opposed to PostGreSQL), the easiest way
may be to use a foreign data wrapper to build your service (see DaCHS documentation [RD5]). This may be applicable
to other formats, e. g., web services.
In any case, you will eventually have a view inside a schema inside a database. For DaCHS to correctly handle your
data, the database must be named "gavo", the schema must have the same name as your service, and the view must be
called epn_core (see Figure 2).

Figure 2
Beware that the table, schema, and view names are case sensitive in SQL. They must be provided with consistent
case in the definition files for the tables and views — otherwise, DaCHS may block at the end of the process. A good
practice is to provide everything in lower case.

From an SQL procedure
In the example, the IDL procedure dbiks.pro reads all the IKS PDS data files, extracts relevant information from the
headers and stores it in a structure. References (instrument and mission names, etc) as well as extra information
(exposure times and spectral resolution) are incorporated manually. A URL field pointing to the reformatted files is also
included (see below). The spectral parameters are still provided as wavelengths in µm (native unit) and the time in UTC.
All the information required to build the final epn_core view is therefore available in this structure.
First, the routine writes an improved index file indexdb.txt formatted as a PDS index (CSV format; no PDS label is
generated). This file is not self-documented (in particular units are not provided) and is only written for monitoring
purpose during finalization.
Secondly, the IDL routine writes an SQL command file iks_db.sql (also included in the examples) which will fill the
database. The SQL file iks_db.sql first creates a schema (iks) and a table (data_table) [a database schema is an
upper organizational level which can accommodate several tables - we will only use one table here]. Then it fills the meta
data table with the content of the IDL structure, using the COPY command. Finally, authorizations are set to users gavo
and gavoadmin, for use with the DaCHS framework later on. Special SQL formatting is documented in the routine.
The routine dbiks.pro can be used as a template and adapted to similar cases, or automated further for more
complicated cases.

You then import the SQL command file into postgresql from the terminal, under user gavoadmin:

psql -U gavoadmin -W -h localhost gavo <
~/DaCHS-for-VESPA/q.rd_examples/iks_v2/iks_db.sql

You will be prompted for the gavoadmin password (as retrieved in the introduction). You will also get a warning the first
time you do this.

At this point, the database is created in postgresql and filled with the proper data. You can browse it in pgAdmin3 if
installed (first click on the Update icon).

Loading the database in TOPCAT (optional)
The database can be loaded in TOPCAT using the jdbc extension – the exact version must be adapted to your installatio
n, which you may want to do on the host machine (see Annex for versions and possible issues). If you're using a Virtual
Machine, you first have to open a tunnel in another terminal:

ssh <user>@127.0.0.1 -p 2222 -L 5432:127.0.0.1:5432

cd /Applications/ApplisAstro/topcat/TOPCAT.app/Contents/Resources/Java
java -classpath
topcat-full.jar:/Applications/ApplisAstro/topcat/postgresql-9.1-903.jd
bc4.jar -Djdbc.drivers=org.postgresql.Driver
uk.ac.starlink.topcat.Driver

(here you need to go where the .jar file is stored, the line above is for Mac OS)
From the TOPCAT interface, click the “Open” icon, then the “Get table as result of an sql query on a relational database”
icon in the consecutive dialogue. Enter (case is important):
jdbc

postgresql

Host

localhost

Database

gavo

User

postgres

Password

(your pw)

SQL query

SELECT * FROM iks.data_table

The table is loaded in TOPCAT and can be used as usual. With some data types, in particular images, TOPCAT is able
to send the access_url to another tool for visualization on mouse click. This capacity allows the provider to test the
consistency of the service table before installing it on DaCHS.
Other VO tools may be able to access local databases. For example VODb can access a local SQL server, but currently
does not include a PostGreSQL driver.

From a data VOTable (optional)
In some cases, the data may already be available in form of a VOTable. In this situation, the VOTable is readily loaded in
TOPCAT to access the files through their access_url.
We mimic this situation for IKS data by writing a VOTable with the IDL routine catiks.pro.
Again, the information is collected in a structure and an improved index file is written. The routine then writes a
VOTable named IKS_spectral_channel.xml. This is done using the IDLffXMLDOMDocument IDL object, which
writes xml files. This routine can be used as a template for other simple databases; alternatively there are
other ways to write a VOTable in IDL, such as the write_vot routine also provided by VESPA.
You have to launch TOPCAT with the jdbc extension as above:

cd /Applications/ApplisAstro/topcat/TOPCAT.app/Contents/Resources/Java
java -classpath
topcat-full.jar:/Applications/ApplisAstro/topcat/postgresql-9.1-903.jd
bc4.jar -Djdbc.drivers=org.postgresql.Driver
uk.ac.starlink.topcat.Driver

You then load the VOTable in TOPCAT (just drop it on the table list area).
From the TOPCAT interface, click the “Save Table/Session” icon, then the “Write table as a new table in an SQL
relational database” icon in the consecutive dialogue. Enter (with due attention to case):
jdbc

postgresql

Host

localhost

Database

gavo

New SQL table

viavotable

User

postgres

Password

(your pw)

Write mode

create (or dropcreate)

Then put it in the right schema:

sudo -u gavoadmin psql
\c gavo
ALTER TABLE public.viavotable SET SCHEMA iks;
\q

At this point, the database is created and filled with the metadata, and can be browsed in pgAdmin3. You still have to set
the proper authorizations manually in pgAdmin3.
If small modifications are required, the easiest way in this case may be to make a dump of the database and modify the
SQL script manually:

sudo -s -u gavoadmin
pg_dump gavo > ~/IKS/outfileIKS.sql

To load the modified version:

cd ~/IKS
sudo -s -u gavoadmin
psql gavo < modified_outfileIKS.sql

Using a mixin (under study)
A completely alternative way to build an EPN-TAP service is to use the corresponding mixin, which will write both the
view and the q.rd from a set of files or a datatable.
Although this is the procedure recommended by DaCHS, it requires detailed adaptation for EPN-TAP and may prove
heavier to data providers, at least for small data services. This method is currently under study and is expected to
become available in the course of the Europlanet 2020 program.

Creating the epn_core view
The database describes all the parameters in native units, e. g., all spectral parameters are provided as wavelengths in
µm. However, we want every service to present the mandatory EPN-TAP parameters with specific units and formats to
make uniform EPN-TAP queries possible. We therefore use a database functionality called a view (virtual table) that
maps the fields of the table in the required units and formats. In particular, UTC dates will be converted into Julian Days,
and all spectral quantities will be converted to frequency in Hz, according to the EPN-TAP standard. The spectral step
and resolution are converted at both ends of the spectral range. Similarly, body-fixed coordinates have to follow the
eastward longitude convention and will be converted if required. It is important to realize that the TAP mechanism can
only query the view. Therefore all relevant parameters must be present in the epn_core view of a service with proper
units; if required, non-standard parameters can also be present.
The most efficient way is to first write a separated view for each group of granules, then merge them in the final epn_core
view. All the mandatory EPN-TAP parameters [RD2] must be present, even if they are left empty.
In the case of IKS, the script iks_views_v2.sql first writes two views called iks.corrected and iks.archive, which
describe the updated files and the original ones. These two descriptions only differ by some parameters,
namely granule IDs and file descriptions. In other cases, the difference can be more important, in particular if
measurement units are different (e. g., with raw and calibrated data), or if the files contain different information
(e. g., data and geometry parameters).
The iks.epn_core view describing all the granules is then obtained by merging the two tables, interleaved by
group (so that the two versions of the same data appear in sequence by default in the view). Finally, the script

sets the proper authorizations to the views.
The epn_core view provides the main interface to the database and will be queried by the EPN-TAP protocol
in the standard units. In particular the sql script performs all required conversions (in this case, wavelengths to
frequencies in Hz, and dates from UTC to Julian Days). The conversion coefficients must be used as in the
example, because VESPA will perform the exact inverse conversion, based on accurate physical values. This
script can be used as a template for other databases.

Beware that some conversions to epn_core standard are trickier than they seem. In particular, conversions
from wavelength to frequency, or from calendar time to JD, are best copied and adapted from the IKS example
to minimize errors and save time. In any case, check your results carefully to ensure proper access to your
data.

Once ready, the script must be ingested in your database:

psql -U gavoadmin -W -h localhost gavo <
~/DaCHS-for-VESPA/q.rd_examples/iks_v2/iks_views_v2.sql

At this point your database includes three views in the schema iks and is ready for testing (only the epn_core view is
actually used). If you have pgAdmin3 installed, you can easily test it and check its consistency (it should look like this). In
case you need to go back to this step to change something, you may have to drop all existing views and tables before
redefining them.

Converting the data files (optional)
In many instances, the original data files are not available in a format easily handled in the VO environment. The usual
VO formats are:
FITS images and tables are OK if their labels are sufficiently informed.
VOTables are xml files handled by all VO applications, particularly useful for tables and catalogues.
Tables can be stored as ascii or CSV files but may require specific extensions (.csv or .asc in general). In
practice, these files are not self-described and are therefore difficult to use in the VO. Besides, files downloaded
individually will contain no mention of origin, therefore this is not a preferred choice.
CDF files are supported only in TOPCAT.
Standard image formats such as PNG, JPEG, etc are usually supported by VO tools. However, compressed
image formats are in general acceptable only for low accuracy previews and thumbnails, not for science usage.
In any case, an important matter is that data files are entirely self-documented, e. g., they must contain all metadata
providing important observation conditions (a subset of those contained in the view) — otherwise files downloaded
individually would be hardly usable. This is routinely done using the PARAM elements in VOtable headers, or standard
keywords in fits headers; relying only on the file name is a bad idea.
For this reason, it may be convenient to convert the data files to VOTable or fits format. This will not only permit
self-documentation of the data files, but will also make them loadable directly by the VO tools; your service will then fully
benefit from the VO interface of VESPA. As noted above, conversion can also be performed on the fly by using the
access_url parameter to point to a script.
If you have to convert your files, notice that there is no need to convert the units in the data files to the EPNCore
standards - this is only required in the epn_core view to support queries.
The original IKS archive from the PDS is stored in PDS3 format with detached labels.
The IDL routine catiksfiles.pro reads all the PDS3 data files present in a directory and convert them to
VOTable. The files are read using the virtisPDS IDL library [RD7]. Writing the xml files is done using the
IDLffXMLDOMDocument IDL object. Descriptive information is taken from the PDS labels, and may be
completed with extra information (in the case of IKS, target distance and obs ID are included, while phase
angle, instrument, instrument host name, resolution, etc could be added). The data area of the VOTable is
stored in ascii to preserve relatively easy reading. Again this routine can be used as a template for other
databases (other solutions to write VOTables are available in IDL).
When converting the data files to VOTable, special care must be taken to describe the data area: all quantities are
associated with a name, unit, datatype, and UCD. UCDs must follow the VOTable/IVOA standard [RD3]. A tool to help
selecting adequate UCDs is available here:
http://dc.zah.uni-heidelberg.de/ucds/ui/ui/form
When restoring an older dataset, it is a good idea to check the consistency of the data. In the case of IKS, an
inconsistent scaling factor in radiance was spotted by comparison with the published results, and corrected in

the service (radiance of order 10-6 mentioned in the PDS labels, while the paper clearly shows a factor of 10-7
except for the long wavelengths spectrum).

Documenting the service contents
Still assuming that you have followed tutorials [RD4, RD5], you have a DaCHS framework installed. The framework will
handle the queries and answers according to the TAP protocol. Other VO frameworks support TAP (e. g., VODance), but
have not been tested extensively with EPN-TAP.
At this step, the database is completed but we still have to provide DaCHS with the description of the epn_core view to
make it available to EPN-TAP. In DaCHS, this is done using a description file called q.rd. It is also an xml file, but not a
VOTable.
The q.rd file lists all the fields of the view with an associated description and metadata. In our case the metadata consist
in the type of the data (integer, date, float …), and the units as taken from “Units in the VO” document [RD8] – although
mandatory parameters must follow the EPN-TAP standard [RD2]. “Special” (accentuated / diacritic) characters must be
avoided in this file.
Again there are several options:
1. Write the file manually from a template
2. Use DaCHS functionalities
3. Use the mixin provided in the VESPA Github

Writing the q.rd file manually from template
In the first option, you can adapt the q.rd file of the IKS service to your own service. This is the most common way to
proceed, especially if you don't have a DaCHS server in reach.
Before edition, copy the q.rd file where it belongs (i.e. in the /input directory, replacing iks by your service name):

mkdir /var/gavo/inputs/iks
sudo cp iks_v2_q.rd /var/gavo/inputs/iks/q.rd
cd /var/gavo/inputs/iks

First, the name of the schema must be replaced by that of your service (case sensitive):

<resource schema="iks">

Second, the description of the service that follows must be adapted — lines starting with <meta name =… >. Use a
generic service for contact.email. The utype element must remain there.
Third, the epn_core view definition (inside the table element) starts by specifying the protocol in use and references to
the service. The element referenceURL is used to link to an existing web site describing the service (specify that of your
institute if no such web site exists).
Finally, all columns are described in the same order as the epn_core view (as provided in the iks_views_v2.sql script).
Remove the lines corresponding to specific parameters, which are noted ”Extra” in the IKS q.rd file (alt_target_name,
acquisition_id, sun_distance, and earth_distance). Check that all the parameters in your view are listed (complete
optional parameters if needed with info from the parameters list). Add specific parameters present in your service if any they must be described in a similar way and at the correct location.

Writing the q.rd file with DaCHS
If you start with a VOTable describing the service view, you can use DaCHS to generate the q.rd file automatically (this
functionality has not been tested, however):

gavo mkrd myvotable.xml

The VOTable should provide a complete description of all the columns in the epn_core view with data type, units, ucd
and description, and of the service itself.

Extra DaCHS functionalities are described in the doc [RD5], in particular concerning the q.rd file and the registry
declaration.

Using the EPN-TAP-2.0 mixin
Another option in to use the mixin provided in the VESPA github (not tested on a generic case yet):

cd ~/DaCHS-for-VESPA/mixin-EPN-TAP-2.0

and follow instructions in the associated README.txt file.

Installing the q.rd file
Once your myservice_q.rd file is ready and properly located (e.g.: /var/gavo/inputs/iks/q.rd, where iks is replaced by your
service schema name), check its validity using the command:

sudo gavo val q.rd

If the syntax is correct, this will answer:

q.rd -- OK

Then import the file:

sudo gavo imp -m q.rd

If import is successful, the output will indicate:

Updating meta for import

Any other answer is suspect. Note that the sudo command is mandatory here - error messages may be hidden
otherwise.
If you get a persistent message such as
UnicodeDecodeError: 'ascii' codec can't decode byte 0xc3 in position 91: ordinal
not in range(128)
try deleting the view, ingest it again, then import the q.rd again and restart the server.
If it is still there, do this several times.

When import is done, restart the DaCHS server:

sudo gavo serve stop
sudo gavo serve start

You can now test your service in private mode. Make a test query through your web browser using the following URL
(replace serveraddress and myschema by the correct values; in test mode, serveraddress should be 127.0.0.1:8000):
http://serveradress/__system__/tap/run/tap/sync?REQUEST=doQuery&LANG=ADQL&QUERY=SELECT * from
myschema.epn_core&FORMAT=votable/td

If you need to reimport the q.rd file, always replace/edit the previous version in the directory where it was first
located, and import it again - never change the location of this file.
If you can't remember where it was first located, try

psql -U gavo gavo -c "select sourcerd from dc.tablemeta where tablename like 'iks%'"

Testing / querying services
A client is a piece of software allowing the user to write queries, and handling answers. The EPN-TAP client VESPA is
an optimized web form available here:
http://vespa.obspm.fr
VESPA first retrieves a list of available services from a registry (catalogue of declared services). In this case, VESPA
retrieves the service information endpoint from the PADC registry, which harvests all the IVOA registries. Therefore your
service may be declared in any of those.
TOPCAT also includes a generic TAP client and may be used for testing, although the interface is less user-friendly.
In the current phase, only the development version of VESPA supports EPN-TAP v2 - see with the team how
to reach it.

Tests using VESPA
To test your own service, which is not yet registered, click the button “Custom resource” on the top of the VESPA page
then fill the “Resource URL” and “Schema name” fields with the proper indications. In the case of the IKS service, which
is installed on the PADC machines, this is:

Resource URL (version 1, from public interface) =
http://voparis-tap.obspm.fr/__system__/tap/run/tap
Resource URL (version 2, with VESPA development version only) =
http://voparis-cdpp.obspm.fr/__system__/tap/run/tap
Schema = iks

You can now issue a test query related to your service in VESPA, using standard EPN-TAP parameters: time between
1986-03-05 and 1986-03-12, target type = comet, dataproduct type = sp (spectrum).
VESPA will transform your entries into an ADQL query:

SELECT * FROM ... WHERE (dataproduct_type LIKE '%sp%') AND
(target_class LIKE '%comet%') AND time_max <= 2446501.50000000 AND
instrument_name = 'IKS' AND time_min >= 2446494.50000000

This query is then embedded into an EPN-TAP request sent to DaCHS.
The “Query results” page describes the service in test and provides the number of results. If matches are found, the box
is displayed in green (orange if no result, or red if the service is in error). Click on the “Display results” tag to access a list
of individual results.
The “Service results” page will display the main parameters of the results, including access_url if the data are linked from
the epn_core view. Other parameters (including non-mandatory EPN-TAP parameters) can be displayed using the
“Show/Hide columns” button. From there, your data can be selected and sent to VO tools (see the Help button on this
page for help on the interface capabilities).
From the Query results page (after a first query) you can click the “Advanced query form” tag in the service box to
access non-mandatory parameters present in your service. This will display a new query form completed with extra
parameters present in the service. URLs and filenames can also be queried this way.

Tests using TOPCAT
You can also test the service access with TOPCAT.
A graphical tutorial of TOPCAT in the EPN-TAP context is available here:
http://voparis-europlanet.obspm.fr/utilities/Tuto_TopCat.pdf
open TOPCAT

chose menu VO->Table Access Protocol
write the url of your service in the field “TAP URL” at the bottom of the dialogue
If you want the same result as in the previous query:
http://voparis-tap.obspm.fr/__system__/tap/run/tap
then click “Enter query”.
If you're accessing the DaCHS server installed on a Virtual Machine in EPN-TAP Installation for VESPA Data
Provider Tutorial — Part 1, enter (in test mode):
http://127.0.0.1:8000/__system__/tap/run/tap

TOPCAT will use the specifications of TAP to browse the server and will propose you all the tables available for query.
select “Table : iks.epn_core” from the scrolling menu
All the fields from this table will display.
You can retrieve all granules in TOPCAT by typing the query in the ADQL text field at the bottom:

select * from iks.epn_core

type OK, the table will be loaded
click on the 4th icon from the left in TOPCAT (“Display table cell data”)
The complete service table will display in TOPCAT
go to column access_url, click 3 times on a cell to select and copy it.
select File->Load Table
paste into location and click OK
The result file (a spectrum) is loaded into TOPCAT
select the icon “Scatter Plot”, a graph will plot.
If multiple axes are present, you can easily select the axes to be plotted.
The rainbow icon allows you to display a third column using colors.

Tests using DaCHS
The DaCHS server also includes a client which can access its own databases (therefore you don't have to specify a
server address). It accepts the same ADQL requests as above.
The DaCHS query form is located here:
http://127.0.0.1:8000/__system__/adql/query/form

Checking your service output
Even before this step, you can check your service output using the validator at PADC:
http://voparis-validator.obspm.fr/
Select "EPN-TAP2" in the "Specification" menu, click LOAD
Enter your service schema name in the corresponding field (e. g., iks.epn_core) - remove any extra space in this
field
Provide the url of your test server in the empty field “URL to validate” at the bottom, e.g. http://yourserver.wherev
er/__system__/tap/run/tap
click VALIDATE
Beware that messages are relative to the output VOtable from the server. This VOTable is formatted based on the q.rd
file and the definition of your epn_core view. Those need to be fixed in case of problem, but messages from the validator

do not directly apply to them. In case of problem, go back to the above definitions and check every step - in particular,
check that you haven't modified the q.rd template more than required, that data types remain consistent, and that
columns match.

Registering a service
To make your service publicly available, you must declare it in a registry, which is queried by all VO clients. The
declaration in the IVOA and EPN registries is made though an xml file containing a VOResource xml extension [RD6], or
through a web interface. Two main registries exists, which propose an on-line service declaration tool:
NVO:

http://nvo.ncsa.uiuc.edu

ESAC: http://registry.euro-vo.org
Alternatively, some institutes provide “publishing registries” where local resources are declared; these registries are
regularly harvested by the main ones, once they are declared themselves. The DaCHS framework in particular allows
institutes to set up such a solution, which is available e. g. at PADC for local services. In any case, the data provider may
want to first check his services using on-line validators.
The IKS data service uses a basic declaration form that provides the information required for most small
services, and can be adapted to your needs. The file is called: vopdc_obspm-lesia-epn-iks.xml
This template contains several parts:
An element providing references to all xml definition files involved (<ri:Resource…).
Several identification elements (title, short name, identifier)
A curation bloc
A content bloc
A capability bloc
Each resource has an ivo-id (for more details, read the dedicated service identifier page). A typical ivo-id for your service
is:
ivo://my_institute/my_laboratory/my_team/myservice/epn
Two specific constraints related to EPN-TAP must be respected:
1- First the service name must be of the form myservice/epn where myservice is the schema name of the database (e.
g., “iks/epn”). The complete service ID will be:
ivo://my_institute/my_laboratory/my_team/myservice/epn
2- Second, the “short name” tag in the xml file must be identical to the schema name used by the service (case
sensitive).
No explicit error will occur in DaCHS if those two conditions are not met, but the service may not function correctly.

• Credits are given in the Curation block:
- The “Publisher” of the service is the institute or organism providing access to the service, i. e., a data center. It is
identified using the same ID as above (ivo-id) plus a human readable string (value of the tag). For IKS this is VO-Paris
Data Center.
- Only one “Creator” tag is used in EPN-TAP, and introduces the original data provider (responsible for data acquisition,
experimental setup, etc). For a space experiment, this would normally be the PI team.
- The “contributor” tags may be used to acknowledge other contributions, most notably the institute or individual who
actually prepared the service. IKS is a special case of restored archive, therefore several contributions are listed: LESIA
was in charge of the instrument, operations and data calibration, IKI (in charge of the spacecraft) provided a first version
of the archive, and the data were retrieved from an intermediate preprocessed archive at the PDS Small Bodies Node.
The individual who actually set up the service is also mentioned as contributor.
- The “Contact” tag refers to an individual or a group supporting the service, depending on local policy. In any case, the
email address provided here is normally a generic helpdesk.

Variations on these rules are allowed in the registry declaration file, but may not reflect properly in the VESPA interface.
• The Content block provides general information, which is printed in the service boxes after a query from VESPA.
- The “Subject” tags are keywords extracted from the IVOA thesaurus
- The “Description” provided here is the one printed in VESPA’s description of the service.
- The “Source” tag introduces a bibliographic reference in the form of a BibCode (typically from ADS)
- The “ReferenceURL” tag provides a link to a web page describing the service - it must be informed, so you have to put

here the web page of your institute if no dedicated web page is available.
- The “RelatedResource” tag provides reference to publishers of related services.

• In the Capability bloc, the “AccessURL” tag provides the URL of the TAP server to be queried (related to your
installation of DaCHS/gavo).

Many other possibilities are supported by the registry interface. For instance, it is possible to restrain the access to parts
of a service if some data are still in proprietary period. Again, we refer to the DaCHS tutorial to handle such actions:
http://vo.ari.uni-heidelberg.de/docs/DaCHS/tutorial.html
Once the registry declaration is validated your service will seen by the VESPA, and coordinated queries will be possible.

Using VESPA with a registered service
When the service is declared in the registry, you will be able to query it directly from VESPA together with other services
– use the default button “All VO” on top of VESPA’s first page. The result will be a list of available services. Those
containing answers to your query will be displayed in green and you will be able to select results from individual services.

Annex I : possible issues
• When copy/pasting the above examples, beware of special spaces! In case of problem, erase and replace them
manually.
• Also remove any trailing and heading space in strings (especially in granule IDs), they can block the interfaces.
• The version of postgresql used in examples is 9.1. You must adapt some commands in the above examples to the
version number in use.
• Some installations of java on OS X / Mac are known to be unstable. In particular v1.7 produces numerous graphic bugs
and incompatibilities. TOPCAT used with the jdbc extension is particularly sensitive to this, as well as some other VO
tools. Both versions 1.6 and 1.8 appear to work smoothly. If the interface looks unstable, keep the window size
unchanged to minimize graphic mismatches.
• jdbc version must be consistent with your versions of both postgresql and java, see here: https://jdbc.postgresql.org/do
wnload.html.
It can be retrieved e.g. (check for the correct version) with: wget https://jdbc.postgresql.org/download/postgresql-9.4.120
8.jre6.jar
• If the jdbc is ran from inside a Virtual Machine, you first need to open an ssh tunnel in order to reach the distant
database from the host:
ssh <user>@127.0.0.1 -p 2222 -L 5432:127.0.0.1:5432
(see EPN-TAP Installation for VESPA Data Provider Tutorial — Part 1)
• Under Windows + Cygwin, lauching the jdbc requires a different syntax:
java -cp "topcat-full.jar;postgresql-9.1-903.jdbc4.jar" -Djdbc.drivers=org.postgresql.Driver
uk.ac.starlink.topcat.Driver
• If you need to copy files from your host machine to the guest, use:
scp -P 2222 *.sql <user>@localhost:~/iks/.
(note this is uppercase P — this is different from the ssh command)
• A possibly simpler solution to produce VOTables under IDL/GDL is to use the write_vot.pro routine, which is a wrapper
routine of the stilts/TOPCAT library: https://github.com/epn-vespa/IDL_VOtable.
Other solutions involve scripts in python, etc.
If you get this error: 'ascii' codec can't decode byte 0xc3 in position 19: ordinal not in range(128) or similar, you can try to
re-import the view and the q.rd file:

psql -U gavoadmin -W -h localhost gavo < amda_create_view.sql
sudo gavo imp -m q.rd
sudo gavo serve restart

Annex II : Implementing the IKS service without test server
We've assumed in the above doc that you have installed DaCHS on a Virtual Machine as described in EPN-TAP
Installation for VESPA Data Provider Tutorial — Part 1
However, you can still play with the IKS example even if you haven't implemented the server and the Virtual Machine
(beware however that you have to install the PgSphere extension to handle footprints).
In fact, the example was first implemented on a personal laptop (a Mac under OS X) - this only requires postgresql, and
possibly pgAdmin3 to get simple access to the tables. This flexible configuration is only used to finalize the service table
and views, and is not intended to provide external access. To provide public access after the test phase, the service was
then installed on a regular server at Paris Astronomy Data Centre, running DaCHS under Debian.

1) Retrieve the routines and docs as above:

cd ~
git clone https://github.com/epn-vespa/DaCHS-for-VESPA.git

If git is not installed on your machine, start with something like: sudo apt-get install git (depending on your system).

2) With no server installed, you have to create a database to accommodate the iks schema - we will name it gavo to
remain consistent with the DaCHS installation above.
You can do this graphically in the pgAdmin3 interface, or in the terminal:

sudo -u postgres psql
CREATE DATABASE "gavo";
\q

You can pick up another database name if you prefer to maintain several services separated in postgresql - in this case,
note that (possible) upper cases must be provided between double quotes.

3) Ingest data table & view
Since the user gavoadmin is not defined, we'll do this under postgres.

cd ~/DaCHS-for-VESPA/q.rd_examples/iks_v2
sudo -s -u postgres
psql gavo < iks_db.sql
psql gavo < iks_views_v2.sql

(you will be prompt for the machine administrator password after the sudo command, then possibly for the postgres
account password after the psql command; you will also get a warning the first time you do this)

4) When you're ready, you can transfer the database to a machine with a TAP server installed. The procedure is the
same as in the main document (for a test server) - note that the username is now gavoadmin (instead of postgres
previsouly in this annex).
Install the q.rd as above:

mkdir /var/gavo/inputs/iks
sudo cp iks_v2_q.rd /var/gavo/inputs/iks/q.rd
cd /var/gavo/inputs/iks

Validate and import the q.rd file as above, then restart the server:

sudo gavo val q.rd
sudo gavo imp -m q.rd
sudo gavo serve restart

2.3 Registering your VESPA EPN-TAP Server
Work in Progress
Please use this Tutorial with caution, we are currently updating it.
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1. Introduction
This document presents the configuration procedure of the VESPA service installed during the first part of the tutorial.
We propose here to set up the Registry configuration (Section 2), as well as a test TAP service (Section 3).
In all this document, you will have to replace all text between <<...>> with the value that you have selected
for your installation.
In order to prepare the installation, here is a table to be filled with the parameters of you installation:
Parameter Name

Your Value

Example Value for tutorial

my_servername

................................................................................

voparis-test

my_domain

................................................................................

obspm.fr

maintainer_email

................................................................................

vo.paris@obspm.fr

authority-ivoid (1)

................................................................................

ivo://vopdc.obspm

creator_name (2)

................................................................................

Pierre Le Sidaner

logo_url (3)

................................................................................

http://padc.obspm.fr/img/logo/padc.png

authority_creationDate
(4)

................................................................................

2014-06-03T08:59:09.697573Z

authority_title

................................................................................

Paris Astronomical Data Centre

authority_shortname

................................................................................

PADC

authority_description

................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................

The Paris Astronomical Data Centre
aims at providing VO access to its
databases resources, at participating
to
international
standards
developments,
at
implementing
VO
compliant
simulation
codes,
data
visualization and analysis softwares.
Paris Astronomical Data Centre offers
a central support to the various
projects through central storage and
web servers computing facilities.

authority_url

................................................................................

http://padc.obspm.fr

organization_title

................................................................................

Observatoire de Paris

organization_description

................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................

Founded in 1667, the Observatoire de
Paris is the largest national
research center for astronomy. About
30% of all French astronomers are
working in its five laboratories and
its institute. Situated on the Paris,
Meudon and Nançay campuses, they are
all associated with the CNRS and, in
many cases, with the major scientific
universities in the Paris area. The
research done at the Paris
observatory covers all the fields of
contemporary astronomy and
astrophysics.

organization_url

................................................................................

http://www.obspm.fr

(1) This ivo-id is that of your naming authority. If your institution is not registered you should put ivo://<<authorit
y_name>>/org (see Tutorial Part 1).
(2) May be different from the maintainer_email. Contact Name is the Data Center contact person, whereas the

Creator Name is the contact for this specific server.
(3) The logo must have the following maximum dimensions: width = 120px and height = 60px.
(4) This date must be formatted in ISO-8901, see the example.

2. DaCHS Registry Configuration
The Registry is the Information System of the Virtual Observatory (the yellow pages where all the services are
registered). We describe a way to register your "authority ID" (description of the authority managing your resources) and
the services provided by DaCHS. This operation shall be done only once. New services will be registered automatically.
First you need to create an identifier for your naming authority ID (ivo://authority_name)
Then open the configuration file:

sudo pico /var/gavo/etc/defaultmeta.txt

...and edit it with the following lines (see Tutorial Part 1 for some keywords):

publisher: <<authority_name>>
publisherID: <<authority-ivoid>>
contact.name: <<contact_name>>
contact.address: <<contact_address>>
contact.email: <<contact_email>>
contact.telephone: <<contact_telephone>>
creator.name: <<creator_name>>
creator.logo: <<logo_url>>
authority.creationDate: <<authority_creationDate>>
authority.title: <<authority_title>>
authority.shortName: <<authority_shortname>>
authority.managingOrg: <<my_datacenter-ivoid>>
authority.referenceURL: <<authority_url>>
authority.description: <<authority_description>>
organization.title: <<organization_title>>
organization.referenceURL: <<organization_url>>
organization.description: <<organization_description>>

Then you have to update the userconfig.rd file in the same directory. This file does not exist yet on a fresh
installation, so you have to create it. You first need to switch to the root user, and then create the file:

cd /var/gavo/etc/
su #root password is asked
gavo admin dumpDF //userconfig > userconfig.rd
exit

Then open the registry-interfacerecords section of the userconfig.rd file for editing

sudo pico userconfig.rd

And in the file, remove the {UNCONFIGURED} text, so that the content is:

[...]
<!-- ================================ Registry Interface ============
-->
<STREAM id="registry-interfacerecords">
<doc>
These are services and registry records for
the registry interface
of this service.
Even if together with defaultmeta, this will
just work, keep
these elements in your etc/userconfig.rd.
The metaString macros in here generally point
into defaultmeta.
Replace them with whatever actual text applies
to your site; we
will work to do away with defaultmeta.txt.
</doc>
<resRec id="authority"> <!-- ivo id of the authority
is overridden in
nonservice.NonServiceResource -->
<meta>
creationDate:
\\metaString{authority.creationDate}
title: \\metaString{authority.title}
shortName:
\\metaString{authority.shortName}
subject: Authority
managingOrg:
\\metaString{authority.managingOrg}
referenceURL:
\\metaString{authority.referenceURL}
identifier:
ivo://\getConfig{ivoa}{authority}
sets: ivo_managed
</meta>
<meta name="description">
\\metaString{authority.description}
</meta>
</resRec>
<resRec id="manager"> <!-- the organisation running
this registry -->
<meta>
resType: organization
creationDate:
\\metaString{authority.creationDate}
title:
\\metaString{organization.title}
subject: Organization
referenceURL:
\\metaString{organization.referenceURL}
identifier:
ivo://\getConfig{ivoa}{authority}/org
sets: ivo_managed
</meta>
<meta name="description">
\\metaString{organization.description}
</meta>
</resRec>
[...]

In case your organisation is already registered, you need to remove the <resRec id="manager"> ... </resRec>
element.
Once this is done, we can publish your registry interface, by issuing the following command:

sudo gavo pub //services

Read http://docs.g-vo.org/DaCHS/opguide.html#defining-basic-metadata for more details

Registering the DaCHS server in Registry of Registry
Go there: http://rofr.ivoa.net/regvalidate/
Enter the URL: http://<<dachs-server-address>>/oai.xml

Assessing your dataset
Depending on your dataset (just a series of files, number for data processing levels, presence of metadata, format of
data, existing relational database...) various processing may be required. In order to prepare the sharing with EPN-TAP,
here is a check list of what you need:
Public access to the data files you want to share: either on your server, or on a remote server with a publicly
accessible URL (e.g., at NASA/PDS or ESA/PSA).
Metadata (relevant for EPNcore) for each file
Preview image for each file
Select a suitable data format if the current format is recommended by VESPA.

To be Continued...

3.1

4.1 TAP Sheet
Tutorial
TAP Sheet is a Google Sheets Add-On that allows its users to directly import data from any
TAP (Table Access Protocol) service. This is a step-by-step description of how to configure the Add-On
and to query TAP services. Once the data is stored in the respective Google Sheet it can be further
processed, downloaded in various formats, and shared just like any other document residing in the
Google Drive. The Add-On is relying on the IVOA TAP standard to communicate with the data
services – please refer to the IVOA (International Virtual Observatory Alliance) website for further
information on TAP: http://www.ivoa.net/documents/TAP/
The preferred service implementation is provided by GAVO. The GAVO Data Center Helper Suite
(DaCHS) is a publishing infrastructure for the Virtual Observatory - for further information on DaCHS
see: http://docs.g-vo.org/DaCHS/
Step 1 – Configuring TAP Sheet
Before starting to use TAP Sheet you need to install the
Add-On (via the Google Add-On store) and then confirm
the request for the following permissions:
View and manage your spreadsheets in Google Drive
View and manage data associated with the application
Connect to an external service

Once confirmed the query form of TAP Sheet will open
and you need to provide the URL of a valid TAP service in
the field ‘TAP Host’. As can be seen in Figure 1 to the
right, besides the host also an absolute path to the Root
Web Resource of the TAP service is needed. For DaCHS
services the default path provided should work just fine,
for any other service the correct path needs to be filled in
accordingly.
After both fields have been filled out klick ‘connect’ and
wait until TAP Sheet has contacted the service. When the
connection has been established successfully, the
connected service will be displayed on top of the form as
can be seen in Figure 2, and the connection details will be
stored. TAP Sheet will automatically connect to the
respective service the next time it is opened.

Figure 1: Configuring TAP Sheet

The connected service can of course be changed at any
time by clicking the ‘change’ button which will again open
the form shown in Figure 1 and allow to provide a new
host (and path). An empty path will always default to the
Figure 2: Connected services can be changed at
path shown in figure 1, the host can not be left empty.
any time

Step 2 – retrieving tables and table and inserting
table names to query
When clicking the ’Update table list’ bottom (see 1 in
Figure 3) at the bottom of the query form, the ‘Available
Tables’ section above will be populated with all tables
publicly available at the connected service.
The user can now insert table names at the cursor
position of the ‘ADQL Query’ field by clicking the icon
besides the respective table name (2).
Note that whenever a new service is connected, the
‘Available Tables’ section will be emptied and the user
must manually update the section by again clicking
’Update table list’ (1).
Step 3 – retrieving available columns of a table
When clicking the
icon besides the table name (3 in
Figure 3) all column names of the respective table will
be listed in a pop up window as shown in Figure 4
(columns of table tab_schema.schemas is shown here
for demonstration).
Again the
icon besides each column name can be
used, in order to insert the respective column name into Figure 3: Retrieving tables for the service and
the ADQL query. This way the user can e.g. select the inserting table names
asterisk (*) in the ADQL query and click the
icon
besides the e.g. description column, which will result in
the following query:
select description from impex_epn20.epn_core

Of course several colum names can be combined
(comma separated) to only retrieve a selection of
columns. The user can also use the ‘as’ keyword, to
rename columns:
select description as descr from ...
Figure 4: Display of columns of a specific table

Step 4 – submitting the query
Finaly the user can choose whether the result of the
query will overwrite the current sheet (with the old
content being lost), appended to the current sheet or
whether a new sheet should be created for the result
(see options available for 1 in Figure 3).
The user can choose how many rows will be retrieved at
a maximum, by putting in a respecive number in 2.
When ‘Auto Headers’ (3) is selected the response will
be prepended by the respective table headers. These
header fields also inlcude notes with the description of
the field as well as the original column name, should the
table have been renamed – see example in Figure 6.
FInaly, when the ADQL query has been assembled to the
users satisfaction, the request can be invoked via the
button ‘Do Query’ (4). The reuest to the external
database will be made and the data will be inserted into
the sheet. While executing the query, a progress bar is
indicating the percenntage of completion of the action,
and also gives a rough estimate of the remaining time.
Note that queries can take up to minutes, depending on
how much data is being retrieved, how fast the service
is responding and the speed of the user’s internet Figure 5: Submitting a query with TAP Sheet
connection.
Step 5 – process and share
Once the data is stored in the Google Sheet it can
be processed, sorted etc. just like any other
sheet. Further the spreadsheet residing in the
user’s drive can be shared with other users or
downloaded as a Microsoft Excel document, PDF
etc.
Have fun…

Figure 6: An exerpt of a Google SHeet showing the result of a
query.
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User's experience
User

Data
exchange

Queries
Answers

Data access

Visualization and
other tools

Catalogue / Registry

SSODnet

GhoSST
KIDA

PSA

AMDA…

EPN

PDS

Data bases

Space agency archives

Specialized tools, GIS

Such a system has been designed already:
=> Infrastructure adapted from the Astronomy Virtual Observatory

A set of standards to describe data contents, iden0fy them in sparse
archives, and retrieve them
+ tools able to plot, analyze, exchange, and combine the data
A demonstrator for Planet. Sc. at the end of Europlanet-RI (2009-2012)
Including:
- Interoperable data services (12 open + ~ 20 projects in progress)
- Search interface
- Data access protocol (adopted by ESA for new user i/f + a project study at IPDA)
- Generic ploOng tools (adapted from previous developments)

Enlargement in Europlanet 2020
Status:
- Europlanet 2020 started Sept 1st, 2015
VESPA ac0vity (~1/4 of the program): Virtual European Solar & Planetary Access
Coordina0on: Obs. Paris, Jacobs U., IAPS/INAF
(S. Erard, B Cecconi, A. P. Rossi, M.T. Capria)

VESPA main objecAves:
- Make more useful data available => new data services
- Improve user experience => interfaces & tools
- Build a user community => training
- Prepare sustainability => standards & networking
- Improve interfaces with other ﬁelds => standards & tools
(Astro + Heliophysics + A&M physics, space agency archives…)

+ Contributions from
the community

A Virtual Observatory in Planetary Science

EPN-TAP

Europlanet FP7 design (IDIS ac0vity):
built on astronomical VO developments
+ other European programs: IMPEx, HELIO, VAMDC…

PDAP
IVOA
OGC

VESPA
client

Whatever
data service

IVOA
registries

OVParis
registry

IVOA
databases

EPN-TAP services OV-Paris planet
PDAP services
Dust
particles
catalogue

PSA/ESA

Titan
atm

Exoplanets

IVOA
databases

BDIP

DARTS/
Jaxa

VEx / Mag

…
APIS

GIS…

Aladin

…
…

SSODnet
name resolver

Cassis
LineList

h"p://vespa.obspm.fr

VOspec
TOPCAT

Skybot

Prototype inherited from EPN - FP7:

IVOA tools:
SAMP / VOtable

SpecView
…

VESPA provides

• An easy way to search in Planetary Science databases based on physical /
observaAonal parameters (EPN-TAP protocol)
• A consistent way to search many databases at once (VESPA interface &
registry)
• A straighGorward interface to access VO tools for Planetary Science
(via SAMP and extra func0ons implemented in exis0ng tools)
=> Access to many data for researchers
=> Major exposiAon for data providers

VESPA data access

- Global search interface for Planetary Science services
- Supports EPN-TAP + PDAP
http://vespa.obspm.fr

To plot /
analysis tools

Titan profiles
database

Data

Locations

Cassini/CIRS Titan profiles in TOPCAT

Science case:
Titan atm.
(almost completed…
for Mars!)

*Titan GCM*
[with VO web interface]

then check regional radar
maps during the period, etc…

Compare observations & simulations in
same conditions

Data services connected via EPN-TAP / ﬁeld

Goals:
- 30-50 data services connected at the end of Europlanet2020
Already 54 being designed!
- to get more data services => support to data providers in the community
- interface with other science ﬁelds

Data services connected via EPN-TAP / ﬁeld

Open
In development
Scheduled
Being studied

Atmospheres

Magnetospheres / radio

- Titan proﬁles - CIRS (Cassini, LESIA)
- Venus spectroscopy - VIRTIS (VEx, LESIA)
- Mars Climate Database (modeling, LMD-LESIA)
- Venus proﬁles - SPICAV/SOIR (VEx, IASB-BIRA)
- Mars proﬁles - SPICAM (MEx, LATMOS)
- All MEx derived atmospheric products (via MEx IDS)
- EuroVenus derived products (via C. Wilson)

- APIS - HST (LESIA)
- Jupiter DAM (Nançay, LESIA)
- AMDA (CDPP / IRAP)
- MAG data (VEx, IWF Graz)
- MASER & Juno support (LESIA, Tohoku Univ)
- RadioJove (LESIA & US amateur network)
- Juno Ground support (Kharkiv, Ukr.)
- Coupled Giant Planet Systems (modeling, UCL)
- Generic wave polar. & propag. (modeling, IAP Prague)
- Interface with IMPEx models (IRAP, IWF Graz)
- Hisaki (Tohoku Univ.)

Small bodies
- M4ast - (ground based, IMCCE)
- 1P/Halley spectroscopy - (IKS / Vega-1, LESIA)
- BaseCom - (Nançay obs, LESIA)
- TNO - (Herchel + Spitzer + compilaKon,
LESIA & LAM & UKnam)
- Cometary lines catalogue (IAPS)
- Vesta & Ceres spectroscopy - VIR (DAWN, IAPS)
- Small bodies orbital catalogue (IMCCE)
- Rosega ground-based support (via C. Snodgrass)
- Support for 3D shape models (IMCCE)
- Ephemeris to be interfaced (IMCCE)
Surfaces
- Mars GIS (CRISM, Marsis… Jacobs, GEOPS)
- Mars craters (Jacobs, GEOPS)
- OMEGA data (MEx, IAS, via SItools2)
- MarsSI (Lyon)
Solid spectroscopy
- SSHADE: ices & minerals (IPAG & network)
- Minerals emission db (DLR)
- PDS/MRO support db (LESIA)

Exoplanets
- Encyclopedia of exoplanets (compilaPon, LUTH/LESIA)
- Transit observa0ons (Bern)
- Interface with DACE (Geneva)
Interdisciplinary
- HELIO solar features catalogues (LESIA)
- Bass2000 (LESIA)
- Radio Solar db (Nançay, LESIA)
- Interface with VAMDC (TBD)
Generic
- BDIP (LESIA)
- Planets, then satellites characteris0cs (LESIA/IMCCE)
- PVOL (EHU Bilbao & network)
- Gas spectral cross-secKons (Granada)
- Nasa dust catalogue (IAPS)
- Stellar spectra, support for observa0ons & exopl. (LESIA)
- Telescopic planetary spectra collecLon (LESIA)
- PSA complete archive (ESA)
- DARTS (JAXA - via PDAP?)
- On-going discussions with PDS & IPDA

VESPA core: new data services
Three types of projects:
1) From VESPA par0cipants + other Europlanet ac0vi0es
2) Small-size contribuAons, selected on AO (annually)
[Co-organized by Obs-Paris, Jacobs, IAP/Prague, IAPS, IWF/Graz, IRAP]

- Typically derived data from published work
- Data will stay were the exper0se is => decentralised system

First implementaAon workshop: Toulouse, 4/2016
3) Services from amateurs community
Preselected for scien0ﬁc interest: Radio observa0ons of Jupiter, Imaging of planets

4) Contribu0ons from space agencies
- ESA will be providing EPN-TAP interface to the Planetary Science Archive
- Common project with PDS Small Bodies Node (applica0on to NASA "Planetary
Data Archiving, Restora0on and Tools" program)

Tools connected to /used by VESPA

- Adapt exisAng VO tools to Planetary Science needs
- Develop new ones only when required

Favorite VESPA tools
Aladin: add
coordinate systems
3Dview: add all
space missions
MATISSE: mapping
on shape models
CASSIS: add
reflectance
APERICubes:
Browse spectral cubes

PlanetServer:
VO-interfaced GIS

VESPA news: footprint formats

C2max

s_region
C1/C2 min/max
coordinates
in body-ﬁxed frame
C1min

C2min
C1max

• PDS3-like limits
=> provide very rough es0mate of footprint as a lon/lat bounding box
• IVOA's s_region parameter (sampling the contour)
=> provides much more accurate footprints with tunable resolu0on
+ support for footprint shape, polar views, etc
+ allows very powerful searches on intersecAons, etc

VESPA news: one-click footprints visualizaAon
Mizar: overplots
footprints on 3D maps

Virtis/VEx cube outline on radar map of Venus

(bounding box)

Aladin: adapt sky footprints
to planetary bodies
Mars crater catalogue on MOLA/MGS map

(s_region)

VESPA Training:
Organise a training session at each EPSC / EGU mee0ng
(for users & data providers)
+ Collect user feedback!
hTps://voparis-conﬂuence.obspm.fr/display/VES/VESPA+User's+Wish+List

Integrated tutorial page on VESPA wiki:
hTps://voparis-conﬂuence.obspm.fr/display/VES/va-t6-tutorials

Next steps
• More data services!
• Process answers from mul0ple services
• Reﬁne interface with VO tools
• Add more visu / analysis func0ons (in tools)
• Develop VO-GIS interface
• Develop interface with lab spectroscopy services
(minerals and ices spectra, band lists, etc)

• Formalize docs / standards => IPDA & IVOA

